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NEW HOME COMPUTER CABINET 

Only £79.95 
+ £5 DELIVERY 

JUST CHECK THESE STANDARD FEATURES 

TERMS OF OFFER Uk Mar er < 
HOW TO ORDER Senc ey 5 

MARCOL CABINETS, Solent Business Centre, Millbrook Road West, 
Southampton. Tel: (0703) 731168 (24 hr. answering service). 

Showroom open Monday to Friday 
or send SAE for colour leatlet of full range 

Develop your programming 
skills with English Software. 

nhance your programmin ES FORTH by A Kozakewyez 
ES Forth unlocks the do 

wonderful world of Forth 
price! Up to 100 times fas 

Here are five great titles to really help y 

learn and easy to use. * Basic dictionary compatible 
with FIG-FORTH * Many general purpose 
extensions * Full scr tor * Complete set /O 
extensions * Built in editor definitions * Use with 

embler Editor for debugging and machine 

atible graphics com 
yer-Missile graphics * Complete set of 

ctable number of 

Telephone Sales Hot Line 
061-835 1356 

(Access & Visa Cards) — 
Trade Enquiries 061-835 1358 

Find us at Boots, Laskys, Gree 
‘all good softwar 
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Learning is 
fun 

Play and learn with Clever 
Clogs, those five pre-teen 
cousins who have recently 
linked up_with Argus Press 
Software. Two new games have 
just been released: Star Trucker 
for age 9+ and Music for 7+. 

Space Trucker: your mission 
is to reach beyond hyperspace 
and bring back power crystals. 
You must answer questions 
correctly in order to be able to 
buy fuel and commodities or 
increase the Force Field. Your 
aim is to fulfil your task in the 
shortest possible time — then 
you can print out a Space 
Commission certificate if you 
are successful. 

Music: This package is three 
tapes in one — Piano Piayer, 
Composer and Musical Quiz. 
The program can be updated or 
the difficulty level increased. 
Argus Press Software, No.1 
Golden Square, London WIR 
3AB 

Play and 
learn 

New from Comsoft: Staircase 
Stampede, for the BBC 32K 
micro, Humphrey struggles to 
paint the staircase while being 
pursued by Horrible Harold 
and Helpful Horace. Watch out 
for exploding bombs or 
crushing boots! Cassette costs 
£7.50; 40 track disc £9.50. 

Also from Comsoft for the 
BBC 32K and Electron: 
Playbox, a combination of 
three programs on one tape. 
Memory is a game for two, 
which you must pair off a series 
of pictures; Hangman has a 
vocabulary ‘of 280 words and 
Bricksmash keeps you trapped 
behind a brick wall until you 
can break out by answering the 
general knowledge questions. 

Price for this package is £6.50 
for cassette and £8.50 for 40 
track disc, 
Comsoft, 7 Roman Drive, 
Leeds, West Yorks LS8 2DR 

Fantasy fun 
The Lords of Midnight is a new 
game from Beyond for the 48K 
Spectrum. Described as “a 
living fantasy novel,” 
epic game which has si 
to the Lord of the 

You may use your Spectrum 
printer to print out a pictorial 
record of the game, and Beyond 
is offering to’ turn the 
adventures of the first 
successful candidate into the 
first. ever computer-generated 
novel. Price £9.99. 
Beyond, Durrant House, 8 
Herbal Hill, London ECIR SEJ 

it’s an 

Mammoth 
micro shop 

What is reputed to be the 
world’s largest computer store 
has opened in London, at 
Stonebridge Park on the North 

ular. Steiger has dedicated 
23,000 square foot of floor 
space to home and business 
computers. Software is also 
catered for; both educational 
and games packages are sold at 
competitive prices. 

John Patterson, director, 
said: “For the ‘first time 
customers have got everything 
they need under one roof, from 
the smallest. computer to a 
dedicated multi-user system.”” 

He continued: ‘We support 
our products with skilled, 
trained people. Our programme 
of after sales support and 
maintenance is second to none. 
Our long-term aim is to open a 
chain of Steiger-owned or 
franchised shops and achieve 
nationwide coverage."” 

As an introductory offer, 
eiger is deducting up to 20 per 
‘nt from an Apple system, and 

permitting a seven-day free 
trial. 

jeiger House, North Circular, 
Stonebridge Park, London 
NWI0 70Z 

Face foes, 
rescue 

maidens! 
Four more games and one 
utility are just out from English 
Software for Atari, each costing 
£9.95. In the Adventures of 
Robin Hood, foil the Sheriff of 
Nottingham, steal the silver and 
rescue Maid Marian! 

Brian the Blob has stolen the 
great Diamond and hidden it in 
the deepest. vault. In Dan 
Strikes Back, you must make 
your way through the vault, 
avoiding the creatures and 
trampling on the mushrooms. 

Citadel Warrior 32K is a 
game in which your mission is 
to save the world from evil 
forces, set on destroying 
security citadels with their 
cyclotron bombs. Neptune's 
Daughters is an original game in 
which the Sea Serpent seizes 
Neptune’s beautiful daughters 
and carries them off to his lair. 
Your task is to brave the: Sea 
Serpent and rescue the maidens. 

Atari. Graphics Wizard 
enables you to create new 
characters and edit and create 
players (sprites) at the same 
time. It eliminates the need for 
a separate player and character 
editor. 
English Software, Box 43, Man- 
chester M60 3AD 
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Cut-price 
CBM 64 

music box 
My attention is drawn most readily to programs having to do 
with music. Therefore, I was attracted to the announcement by 
Human Engineered Software (HES) of its latest product for the 
Commodore 64. It is called Synthesound 64. As you may know, 
the 64 has a chip inside it called SID (for Sound Interface 
Device) that is capable of producing all sorts of neat noises. 

Unfortunately, it was designed 10 be PEEKed and POKEd 
from BASIC, which is a very tedious, not to mention time 
‘consuming and technical, way of getting the job done. In this 
‘manner it usually takes’ hours to design tunes that play for 
seconds. But that is all over now. Using the HES program, you 
no longer have to be a programming genius to get fantastic 
results. You will need some specialized knowledge of musical 
‘synthesizers, but that knowledge is passed along to you by the 
program itself, which in addition to being useful is also 
educational. 

The program teaches all about the common electronic 
music buzzwords and acronyms, as well as teaching about the 
limitations and capabilities of the SID chip. The program allows 
the creation of up to eight low frequency oscillators, two piano- 
sovle keyboards displayed on the screen, is able to store and 
recall up to 256 predetermined pitch settings, and uses the disc 
drive as a “‘tape recorder’ on which you can store as many as 
nine tunes and nine sets of 256 predetermined settings. A sample 
demo is included with the program which shows off its 
tremendous capabilities. 

Among other things, the program is capable of producing 
three-note chords, something which, until very recently, all 
except the most expensive music synthesizers were not capable, 
Even at present, the most reasonable priced three-voice synth 
costs lots more'than a CBM 64 system. It is also possible to 
‘match the pitch of the unit to other instruments by using the left 
and right arrow keys to increase or decrease the pitch in gradual 
increments — while playing in real time! 

The program does have some limitations of which you 
should be aware. Its error handling is less than superb and 
occasionally the keyboard will go dead, requiring a complete 
reboot. Since the keyboard is used for entering the notes, it is 
obviously not going to be played as efficiently as a real keyboard 
instrument, nor is the sound going to resemble that produced by 
@ commercial-grade synth. Still, no other special hardware is 
required to produce music, and there seems to be no other place 
‘you can learn so much about electronic music for such a low 
price. 

The program costs all of $19.95! If unavailable from your 
local HES dealer, you can enquire directly 10 Human 
Engineered Software, 150 North Hill Drive, Brisbane 94005, 
(415) 468-4111 

Hands Across The Water Dept. Our GTE (General Telephone 
and Electronics) Telenet Communications and British Telecom 
have just announced a jointly developed system of transmitting 
telex messages faster and cheaper. The new service does not 
require any specialized telex equipment other than standard 
terminals and micro computers — or even dedicated word 
processors — in order to send messages to the U.K. The system 
is called Interstream One, and will reduce the cost of standard 
telex communications from $2 or $3 per minute to as low as 17 
cents per minute plus .08 cents for every 400 characters 
transmitted. Say, that’s a more efficient way of getting my 
column to you... 
No more space now. See you next week. 

Bud Izen 
Fairfield, California 



COMPETITION 

FASTEN your seat belt and 
prepare for take off! 

This is your chance to win a once 
in a lifetime trip, However, you 
won't be going anywhere — you'll 
just think you are. Rediffusion 
simulators make you think you're 
flying while you stay in the same 

ce. 
Be the envy of your friends when 

you take a ride in a simulator in 
which civilian and military pilots 
train. 

You'll travel to Rediffusion's 
head offices in Crawley, near 
Gatwick, You must be 10 or over 
‘and. accompanied by an adult. 
Home Computing Weekly will pay 
for your travel expenses. 

Rediffusion Simulation. is the 
largest simulator products 
manufacturer in Europe. The aim 
of flight simulators is to create a 
realistic eines trainee 

ts can learn practice. 
ie flight deck has authentic 

instruments. A computer creates 
lifelike scenes. 

You can choose your weather — 
snow, ice, rain, thunder or make it 
Ler f and go for fine weather — as 
well as time of day or night 

Each of Rediffusion's simulators 
costs £Sm and there is a 
comprehensive range from BAI46 
to Bocing 747, 

As a lasting souvenir of this 
memorable and exciting day out, 
Rediffusion will send you a 
photograph of yourself in control 
of your aircraft. 

Additional prizes to keep you air- 
bound are 25 cassettes of Fighter 
Pilot from Digital Integration for 
the, 48K Spectrum. Usual price: 

Transform your front room into 
simulator as you play this real 

time game. Based on the USAF jet 
fighter, the FIS Eagle, the 3D 
graphics give you the illusion of 
reality. 

The creator of Fighter Pilot, 
Dave Marshall, is an expert — he’s 
a former Ministry of Defence pilot 
and he's flown Hunters and Jet 
Provosis, so he's got inside 
knowledge. 

‘So what are you waiting for? The 
‘competition is as straightforward as 
all the previous ones. Don’t forget 
to write your age on your entry 
coupon. 

How to enter 
Hidden in the wordsquare are a 
number of aeronautical terms, 
Look closely and try and find as 
many terms associated with aircraft 
as possible. Mark these words with 
jen Connie ‘or semi-opaque felt-tip 

the coupon fully and 
Pesrig if ouase p via 2 oil 
be used as a label — and send the 
wordequare and Coupon 0 Us, 

Important: you must write on the 
back of the envelope the number of 
terms you found. Don’t forget to 
write your age on the coupon. 

‘You may enter as many times as 
you wish provided each is on the 
Official wordsquare and coupon 
and in a separate envelope. Copies 
will not be accepted. Please do not 
enclose anything else. 

‘Send your entry to Simulator 
Competition, Home Computing 
Weekly, No. 1 Golden Square, 
London WIR 3AB. 

Closing date is at first post on 
Friday June 8, 1984, The top prize, 
a ride in a Rediffusion simulator, 
will be awarded to the sender of the 
first correct entry opened at 
random. Runners-up will be the 
senders of the mext 25 correct 
‘entries opened at random; they will 
receive a copy of Fighter Pilot from 
Digital Integration for the 48K 
Spectrum. 

The winner of the simulator prize 
must be accompanied by an adult 
companion. The trip to Rediffusion. 
offices in Crawley will be on a date 
convenient to Rediffusion. Home 
Computing Weekly will cover 
surface travel ex} from a 
Tainland U.K, address. 

Software will arrive from Digital 
Integration within 28 days of the 
results appearing in Home 
‘Computing Weekly, or earlier. 

‘This competition is restricted to 
entrants over the age of 10. 

The rules 
Entries will not be accepted from 

employees of Argus Specialist 
Publications,  Rediffusion 
Simulation, Digital Integration and 
Alabaster Passmore & Sons. This 
restriction also applies to 
employees’ families and agents of 
the companies. The rules include 
the guidance in the How to Enter 
section. The editor’s mis 
final and no correspondence will be 
entered into. = 

r ---------------------- 7 
AUGS I MULATORCBHSE 

FNODJI2 c be A Md. i. 

KDODECKVYFIERADARX OL 

AELOEGVGCBWMFCHI 

VRFCOGHURNIJOZTUG 

MCR XMR LEAP 83 OK PW 

DAQOPLAKWFIGHTERT 

Bee? Phe eT RL. eee 

Peet £2 BO 1 NT R WaG et 

tr1ROOoOFBMSPARONS C 

TARR PP £8 6 Ul 3.0 VRS’ 

VvGRUGEBOJETWTN S H 

Rie eS eA EO eT ee O. 

VZVKYDAFDWIJIZECAB 

CV OV iS tC CLR ee 08 F 

WOXVTEC?ZHARUNWA'Y F 

Simulator Competition 

Entry Coupon 
Name 

Address 

post code 

Age Number of titles found —___ 
{Complete clearly and fully — Ifyou area prsewinner this wll ac asa abel, Pout 19 ‘Semulstor Competition, Home Computing Weekly. No.1 Golden Square, London WI SAB. Closing date: fist post, Friday June 8, 1984 Follow carefully the advice in the How to Ene section, including witing the number of tiles you found on the back of the 
Geelone 
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MmMMAKMHOM AAAS SATO DSGGATAaWH rrrroorean NADBDDD Hh. 

el ui sj] 
oN LET Ww 

FOR X=@ TO 21 

a 
DR DI eerste DDNAVNSGID i 
BY 

aoe 

eQuegvee+ v OATAGD- P WO 

~ Fe. WOO M W+~O+44~ 

ORF UD 

WOannmnann 
PDP OePOreeRHD. 
3 
O 4 mem 4 “bo 40040000 b 

[RND £5) +2 
All) 20 AND A(2)=@ AND AC 

ID A(4) =@ AND ALS) =9 THEN 
1 

ACB) =@ THEN 
130 PRINT AT StoES; ae? 
145 FOR I=0 TO°10 
447 NEXT TI 4 NEXT_S 
150 FOR M=0 To sO PRINT AT 10,10; 170 LET Z=Z-CINKEY @="0") + CINKEY PRINT AT 2:2) a poy 

PRINT 
98 PRINT ATU IF SCORE>+HISCORE THEN GOTO 

aS IF ps2 PEN GOS Ree, sieig IF SCORE=HISCORE THEN PRINT 
#542 THEN’ G 

225 IF Us6 THEN GOTO 325 
250 NEXT _M 
$00 PRINT AT S,2-1;"%e PYSAT 4,2 

Bit det 
$10 "LET 4B) =0 
320 LET SCORE=SCORE+S00 
325 LET SCORE=SCORE+500 

LET Z=16 
PRINT AT 16,3; SCORE 
LET v=20 
GOTO 100 
LET LIVES=tIVES-2 
FOR @=! 
PRINT AT U,Z;CHRE G;AT 21,3 

(9 +326) YQABALa! 

10 or 

AAIDMATOVAA TATE! 

a INPOTEM z 

QNGAEd~ 

IF _LIVES=156 
LET U=20 
GoTo 45 
FOR S=@ TO 21 
PRINT AT 5,.0;5 $ 
PRINT i eadg: “SAME GUER™ 

OONAEG: 



GOTO 
LET LIVES=159 

BNI DRS 
LET Fe="" FOR 0-12 TO 16 IF INKEY$<>"" THEN GOTO 125 
IF INKEY * THEN GOTO 1257 
ZF INKEY$=CHR$ 116 THEN GOT 
LET X#=INKEVS 
PRINT AT 16,0; 
LET FS=FS+xé 
NEXT GO 

200 ane 

a 

OUP QWNYMOK Wi 
GOSOITTRARE 
SSSSGsSounvoy 

8,4; 
9,4; 

SUB 9900 8 
6870 CLS 
9900 PRINT TAB 12; ns 
$e1@ costs 9992 
9110 PRINT “YOU HAVE TO ST 
EER OUR Mrs gte al 
ARRICADES iN 
NE _OF THE FIVE ALIENS WHICH AR 

TOP OF THI 

ae IF THE ALEIN IS 
GET 1900 POINTS AND IT 

aed vibe feet ze 
J ry 9130 PRINT .,"_AN ALIEN WILL ONL 
USE boTTORD RIES CRN LEAP EENO ANE: Y_ STAY ACTIVE FOR A FEW SECONDS 

IF YOU DON,T MANAGE TO _HIT_AN 
CTIVE ALIEN YOU WILL GET 500 

YOU HAVE 3 LIVES 
EACH TIME YOU HIT 

@_BARRICADE 
9178 PRINT "KEY: @_MOVES LEF 

GOSUB_ 3900 
LET HISCORE: 

ovove-+ 

@2 FOR U=0 TO 5 
BS NEXT UW 
@S5 PRINT AT 16.3 
TO CONT INUE->" 

“’ THEN GOTO 



Kerian, 29 Gisburn Rd, Hessle, 
Hull HUI3 9HZ 

‘There has to be a limit to the 
number of versions of a single 
ame the market can stand and 

in the case of Frogger I'm sure 
‘we must have reached it by now! 
I was somewhat taken aback 
therefore to receive this one for 
review, 

It is perfectly reasonable 
version with most of the features 
you expect: interrupt driven 

ic routines, smooth 
ition and a reasonable 

playing speed, although I prefer 
the fastest version lable 
(Croaker). 

Snakes, flies, lady frogs and 
crocodiles all have their 

BBC B £7.95 
Power, 8/8a Regent St, Chapel 
Allerton, Leeds LS7 4PE 

(f you like chasing and BEEi 
ased around mazes then this i 

‘or you, Not particularly original 
aut certainly inventive. 

It’s based on a similar idea t 

wandering around eating polle 
and occasional fruit. However all 
's not rosy in the garden. The 
are hazards to watch out for. 
Toadstools and tasty lookin 
foodstuffs are poisoned. Worse! 
Spiders appear to chase an 
devour you. However, there ar 
some tricks in your favour if 
your reactions are fast enough. 

Parts of the maze contait 
swinging gates which can guar 
‘your escape. Spiders can be lur 
to eat the food and so die! 

It’s an. extremely. colourful 
game with excellent graphics. 
There is a useful sound on/off 

score to 
competitive player. 

My only problem was with th 
choice of keys for movement 
the asterisk and question mar 
were not a good idea for up an 
down, There is a joystick optior 
which made it slightly 
although changes of directior 
were still tricky. MP. 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 95 
value for money 808 

90 
80% 

particular rewards or 
punishments in store for you. 
‘There are a few features which 
do make this stand out from the 
crowd, although I don’t feel they 
are improvements. The frog does 
not change attitude when you 
change direction, there is only 
ever a forward facing frog on 
Seren, there are wo rows of 
both ‘moving in the same 
direction and there can be more 
than one fly on the screen at 
once. 

Rather too late to catch a mass 
‘market and not the best available 
T'mafraid. D.C. 

ar 0 tyability 
graphics 73% 
value for money 60% 

Superior Software, 
‘Skinner Lane, Leeds 

which emit 

Flex your 
muscles on 

these! 
Escape from Colditz, hurl 

boulders at robots and chase 
round mazes! Our reviewers 

Angus Breas Software, No-t 
Golden Square, London WC2 
OEE 

This trading game is brought to 
you by the publishers of this. 
magazine. You may be some- 
what sceptical therefore when I 
describe it as one of the best 
trading type games I have seen 
for the BBC. My main reason is 
not that I like working here but 
that itis the most understandable 
trading game I have played, with 
simple rules but interesting an¢ 
lively action. 

‘The program has 11 different 
screen displays, all attractively 
laid out in teletext with plenty 
of colour and sound. You have 
many options and can alter skill 
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have cooled down enough to 
tell you how they rated these 

active games 

levels and time span. 
You pilot a cargo ship around 

the galaxy buying and selling as 
you go and at each stop you have 
the chance to haggle over the 
rices. For anyone with a ion 
for games playing it will be a 
wonderland. 

The only difficulty I have had 
trying to get to the bank as the 

instructions don't give enough 
detail on this aspect. An exciting 
‘two- or more player game which 
is a little overpriced but good 
fun. D.C. 

instructions 70% 
ability 95% 

ds 80% 
alte for money 80% 
xk * 

32K Boe 27.95 
Dept C, 

Ground Floor, Regent House, 

‘This game has nothing to do with 

Instructions are given during 
the loading process and are quite 
adequate. A nice extra is the 
revolving score table, on which 
you can see your name spin 
round, if you're good enough! 
‘The major setback of the game 

is that the graphics are small. 
The small characters make the 
‘game appear to be really fast, 

‘You have to kill the mutant 
robots _by dropping rocks on 
them, They have one large eye 

a yellow beam of 
light. If you're caught in this, 

your strength is sapped and if 
you're not carrying @ rock the 
‘mutant will metamorphosise into 
2 cruncher or spectre. 
The game is situated in a maze. 

‘Two separate keys are used to 
pick up rocks and drop them. 
This makes the game very 
difficult. Some of you ‘wonder 
players’ out there may be able to 
pick up this sort of game with no 
problem, but slow people like 
myself would have great 
difficulty. 

£7.95? Well, I wouldn’t buy it. 
D. 

instructions 80% 
playability 50% 
graphics 90% 
value for money 60% 

LVL, Electron House, Bridge St, 
Sandiacre, Notts 

‘A nice extra here is. a sheet 

‘As you may have guessed, 
Colditz involves you escaping 
from the German POW camp. 
The screen displays a map of the 

| level you are on. Using the cursor 
keys you can move around 
searching for escape routes and. 
equipment. 

‘A door which is normally 
closed has a German guard 
outside. IF you show him your 
‘pass, you may enter. Other doors, 
need keys. 

“There are eight escape routes, 
the most obvious being through 
the drains, When you have 
collected five essentials, ( 
compass) you can. escape. 
However, trying to leave the 
Pelton withthe wrong equipment 

wves you with 30 days in the 
cooler, This is equivalent to a 
new start, 
Of course it’s not that easy. 

sionally an appel is called, 
id if you are caught for not 

ippearing or you arrive with 
escape equipment you're in the 
cooler. 

‘Two word commands are used 



EDU-GAME is anew conceptin 
education. Various subjects are 
covered by different tapes including | 
sequential programmes in Spelling 
and Maths —to 5th year High Schoo! 
level. When you have finished your 
lesson reward yourself with a FREE 
game on the other side. 

vic20 
VALUED AT ONLY 
£599 
INCL. VAT AND POST | 
AND PACKAGING. 

~ STOP PRESS, school ote 
Yes we're ready — choose now from 
over 50 educational programmes 
designed for the CBM 64. 

CBM 64 FOR ONLY £599 Pasi AND 

DISTRI 3 PLEASE SEND FOR FURTHER DETAILS ON YOUR 
Be PROGRAMMES: 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

Runnymede Road Egham Surrey 
Telephone ghar: (788) 34377 Telex S173 



SPECTRUNA 

Listing for Beauty and the Beast 
INK S: BORDER 

FLASH @; "BY 
1 GO SUB 90: BRIGHT 

TY AND THE BEAST";AT 12, 

PRINT AT 20. 
LEFT": PRINT "P 
KEY TO START": 

3 PRINT AT 5,0; "THE OBJE 

$s FLASH 1;"PRESS ANY KEY TO 

4 PRINT AT'10,0; "HOWEVER THIS CAN ONLY BE Di 
SAT 13,0; "WATCH OUT FOR THE THORNS." 

INK SPRINT AT 15, ROSE": 

PRINT 2 PRINT INK 73°95 INK 
6 LET t=O: INK 5: GO SUB 150 
7 LET ke@r LET 1=28 
@ FOR x=@ 10 20 STEP 2: PRINT AT 

10 LET a=t 
PRINT AT a=1,0; 
PRINT AT kyl} INK 53" 
IF INKEY#="p" THEN LET 
IF INKEYS="0" THEN LET lel-1: PRINT AT k 
IF INKEYS="q" THEN CET kek-12 PRINT AT } 

a" THEN LET kek+i: PRINT AT & 

THORN": PAU: 

PRINT AT 0,0} INK 7; "m0" 
PRINT AT ati,@; INK 7; "Sam 
PRINT AT 19,13 INK AT 20 
LET awaret 
PRINT AT Q,13 INK 7; BRIGHT 1 

F adi? THEN PRINT AT a,Q; 
@19 THEN PRINT AT att Or 

44° IF ATTR (a,1)"7 THEN PRINT AT o-1, 
PRINT AT 10,0; FLASH 

THEN GO SUB’ 1000 
@ THEN LET 1n@ 
31 THEN LET L=31 
@ THEN LET b= 

s 1 THEN LET ke2t 
70 GO 10 20 
90 FOR dad TO 8 

2107 
READ a 
POKE USR 8+ 
NEXT = 
NEXT @ 
REURN 
FOR n=@ TO S@: PRINT AT RND#2@,RND#25 
NEXT 9 

DATA “a 
pata 

800 DATA “h";255,BIN @O111100,KIN 00111120. 
100100, 81N o1 100110 

2,192,192, 924192, 192 

980 DATA “o" ,B,255,62,127,95,93,BIN 10001011, 
901 DATA 2 4 +124,198 
904 DATA 
905 DATA 
906 DATA "i", 

1000 PRINT AT'RNDS19, 4 
BEEP .008,14: BEEP .008,1 
10: REEP 1008,14: BEEP /008, 
08,10: BEEP .da8,14 
2000 RETURN 

192,128 
$088, 14: BEEP 

BEEP 1008, 14: 

RIGHT": PRINT "O-UP": PRINT "A 

8128,56,60,254,BIN 011111108, 25 

PAPER @: 

OF THE GAME IS TO 

CONTINUE™: 
DOWN 

E HEAVY LOAD, WHICH THE BEAST HAS DROPPED FLATENS HER 

RINT 

PAL 

FLASH 1; "BEAU 
SAMEER SHETH": LET o= 

PRINT 
PRESS NT 

JE THE PRINCESS BEFORE TH 

BY FIRST FETCHING THE ROSES. 

SE @: CLS 

FOR n=® TO 3: PRINT AT RND#2@,RND*2@+('5 
RETURN 
PRINT AT INK 75 FLASH 1;"YOUR SCORE 
DATA 1248. 54,252,240, 19: 

t2@) BEEP .008,10: BEEP 
208, 10 

REEF 006 

IF INKEYS 35 
IF ATTR (ky1)=68 THEN BEEF 008,20: BEEP 008,14 
IF ATTR (ky1)=70 THEN BEEP .09,1@: BEEF .08,1 
S 1 RESTORE : GO TO é 
TF ATTR (ky1)=71 THEN BEEP .@8,10: BEEF .08,10: GC 
TF ATTR (kyl)966 THEN BEEP 0,10: LET tate 
IF ATTR (ati,19=7@ THEN BEEP .08,1@: BEEP 

NT INK 43S" 5 "THORN 

Q08,14: BEEP .008, 10: 
REEF 000,14: BEEF |008. 

BEEP |008, 1 BEEP 

Listing for Olympic Runner 

1 REM MPIC RUNNER B 
2 POKE 23658,8: DIM x(64)2 DIM ycoa: 

< G0 SUB 9000: GO SUB G00: GO SUB 7008 
@ LET i#INT (RND#4): LET me@: LET s=@: LET 
5 LET se ‘ON YOUR MARKS. 
6 BORDER 4: PAPER 7: CLS 
7REM DRAW GAME 
8 FOR f#5 TO 16: PRINT AT £,10; PAPERS: 

1@ PAPER 7: INK 41 PRINT AT @,0} 
ar 3, 

2; MEM SAT 4,25 "MMT GAT S05 "MIN ZAT 6 
12 PRINT AT 8,25; "Samm; AT 3 52 

mar 
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gold | 
Beauty and the 

Beast by 
Sameer Sheth 

You are the Prince. The 
Princess has been captured by a 
nasty beast and your task is to 
rescue her. 

Her life is in danger, The 
beast has dropped a heavy 
weight which is descending 
towards her and threatens to 
crush her. 

For the first part of your 
quest you must pick the roses in 
the garden. 

Beware the sharp thorns 
which surround the roses and 
which will hurt you. Try and 
save the Princess before it is too 
late! 

How it works 
2-5 instructions 
625. movement of prince and 

movement of heavy load 
50-54 make sure prince does not 

go oUt of screen 
9-115 set up of USR defined 

graphics 150-200 set up of thorns 

Olympic Runner 
by Andrew Bird 
What could be more appro- 
priate in Olympic year than 
Olympic Runner, based on one 
of Britain’s strongest hopes in 
the Games, the track events? 

Cheer your favourite runner 
‘on to win the 400 metres. Skill 
and dexterity are vital. Fast 
reactions will speed your athlete 
on to get the gold, and set a new 
world record. 

In the middle of the track, a 
key will be specified. To 
complete one circuit you must 
press the correct keys about 16 
times, Meanwhile the seconds 
are ticking away... 

See if your record times can 
beat the likes of Coe and Ovett. 
You may even qualify for the 
1988 Olympics! 



h is 
arget 
ving a 
SS OF 
ing a 
1edial? 

Decide on your 
mission and 
then strive to 
complete it 
with your 
Spectrum. 
Defeat all 
obstacles to 
rescue a maiden 
in distress or 
go for gold and 
set a new world 
track record 

How it works 
26 set cursor to upper case, 

define variables 
8-60 draw game, prepare player 
100-300 main ‘loop. Sets up 

random letter to be pressed, 
checks if pressed, if so 
advanees runner, keeps time 

1000 random letter subroutine 
5000-5030 end of game sub- 

routine 
7000-7100 set_ up array for 

runner position 
8000-8050. instructions 
9000-9100. graphics 

Variables 
XY array co-ordinates 
i colour of runner 
‘m minutes 
$ seconds 
1 defines which part of array 
1 check for letter set up 
rum spaces to run 
letter actual letter to be pressed 
a$,bS.c$ runner 
s$’ countdown to race 

© When typing in these 
programs, underlined charac- 
ters should be entered in 
GRAPHICS mode. 

4,29; "Om saT 5, 
14 PRINT AT 15 ame 

2,0; RNS": AT 
16 PRINT AT 2 

7"E 
Mmm) 87 20,26; 

28 PRINT AT 5,95 "E 
saT 1 

AT 17,29; "Emm" ;AT 18,28; at 19, 

WAT 8,65" mmm; AT 945% 

CMM AT 1S, 65" OMY SAT 19,75" CMM AT 
T 16,95"9 

+ MM SAT 8,225 mA 9, 
T 10, 

mmm 5 TS, 225 MN SAT 14, 
mI" 3AT 16,223 "0 

3 PRINT AT 15,105 INK Q; 
SINK @: CIRCLE 104,100, 

@: CIRCLE 148,990,108 
40 PAUSE SO 
45 PRINT AT 1 
SS PRINT AT 1 
6 BEEP .5,4@ 9 REM MAIN 

100 IF I= 
120 IF PEEK 
140 IF ru 

PAPER 6; "OLYMPIC RUN’ 
IRCLE 128, 100,10 CIRCLE CIRCLE 152,100,102 

PAPER 
N s$-111 PR 

5,10; PAPER 7; 
V1Op8#(F TO F411) BEEP .@5,-201 NEXT + 

PRINT AT 1 
N PRINT AT 

999 REM LETTER 
108 LET letter=INT (RND: 
letters" ": LET Int: Ri 
4999 REM END OF G 
See FOR ¥=1 

PAPER 6+ 
IN 

ois IF 

6465: PRINT AT 6,18: INK OF PAPER Press ";CHRE 

BEEF 
@ CLS: 

+ BORDER 
RUN 3AT 10,9) "400 MET 

a=@ THEN GO TO Se 
5020 PRINT AT 14,73m3" MIN, 
5025 PRINT AT 14,105 INT 83 
5030 PAUSE 5@: PRINT AT 21,15 4999 REM SET UP ARRAY 
7000 FOR f=1 TO 9: LET «(+ 
7018 FOR f=10 TO LET xtt 
020 FOR 

7038 FOR 
7030 FOR 
705@ FOR 
7060 FOR 
7078 FOR 
7088 FOR 
7098 FOR 
7100 RETURN 
7999 REM INSTRUCTIONS 
8000 CLS + PRINT AT 0,0: 
8012 PRINT AT 2,10; Ink 
8020 INK 1: PRINT AT 4, 
RT IN THE™ 
8025 PRINT AT 
8030 PRINT AT 13,0; 
keys’ ‘"and you will be sprinting 

ECONDS": GO TO Sexe 

NEXT ¢ 
7-#2 NEXT ¢ 
NEXT # 

NEXT ¢ 

F 7: NEXT £ 
S2t LET y(#)=11 NEXT ¢ 

TO 643 LET y(#)=f-5it NEXT f 

PAPER 
By A, 

bs OLYMPIC RUNNER. 
DREAMED THAT"’*"YOU WOULD TAKE FA 

INK 1S YOUR CHANCE. 
Use your skill & quick reactio time to press the correct 

around”* "the 40 metres circuit in the 

12,0,0,0 
240,248,252 
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YOU'VE READ THE micro-antics 

REVIEWS. .. 
Popular Computing Weekly 
“one of the best original games I've seen on the VIC | 

for ages” 

Computer and Video Games 
“| can recommend Chariot Race to anyone” | 

Personal Computer Games 
PCG HIT! “...a triumph of programming” 

Home Computer Weekly 
full house! 

Commodore Horizons 
“"...voted three to one in favour of this being the best 
game they'd seen for the unexpanded VIC. what else 
can you say: buy it!"’ 

Available from & all good software tas 

Distributed by Micro-Dealer (0727 34351) Websters 

CentreSoft PCS Calisto 

Mail Order — send £6.95 to MICRO-ANTICS ... NOW PLAY 
Litlehome, Hawthorne Lane, Codsall, 
Wolverhampton, West Midlands Tel 09074-5147 THE GAME!! 

fe hed line oe ew titles... Coumooone ex arantaoorgoo NEST" 
irect from 

FOR 2x61, SPECTRUM, VIC 20, C84, ATARI 
‘Just run your eyes over these new ties now available through “SOF TCHOICE 
LTD" the UK. subsidiary of the well-known Canadian Software House 
INTERNATIONAL PUBLISHING & SOFTWARE INC. Purchase with confidence 
super EDUCATIONAL, UTILITY and GAMES SOFTWARE! 

FOR 2X81, 
SPECTRUM and 
COMMODORE 64 

2X81 
FSTON 

HOW TO ORDER. By TELEPHONE (n «x 2084 youre 3 Access Poke pease telephone a 

‘SOFTCHOICE LTD. 
52PLATTS LANE, LONDONNW37NT | 
‘TEL: (01) 431 2494, TELEX: 923753 
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COMPETITION 

EVERYONE stands to gain 
in this free competition from 
Home Computing Weekly 
and Masterclass. 

We're giving away 30 video tapes 
‘on computing with the Spectrum, 
VIC-20, BBC, Electron and 
Commodore 64. 

But even if you're not among the 
winners you still get a bonus, 
Masterclass will send every entrant 
10 per cent discount voucher for 
any of its computer video tapes 
ordered by mail. 

Each tape costs £19.95, so the 
discount offer is worth nearly £2. 

Masterclass takes a new angle on 
learning. First you watch the video 
tutorial then you transfer the 
programs from it to your computer. 
Now you can play the games and 
study how they work. 

‘The range of Masterclass tapes 
includes BASIC, programming, 
graphics and games and education. 

The graphics and games video 
tapes, for the BBC and Electron, 
give you the chance to use your 
imagination and create new games 
from the knowledge you have 
‘gained. Playing and learning will be 
50. intermingled that you won't 
know the difference! 

For those of you who are 
teachers, there is a Masterclass 
video tape to show how the BBC 
‘computer can be used to best effect 
in the primary classroom. 

David Redclift is the presenter on 
both the BBC BASIC video tapes 
‘and the primary education one. Mr 
Redcliffe has worked with 
‘computers since 1965, which makes 
him an old hand. He has been 
involved with the training of 
programmers for the past 12 years, 
so he really knows what he is 
talking about! His video-based 
courses on PL/I and COBOL are 
now in world-wide use. 

Masterclass 10 per cent discount 
vouchers will only be accepted as 
part of mail order sent directly to 

lasterclass. 

Here is a list of the complete 
computer video tape range from 
Masterclass: 
BBC 
Primary Education 
BASIC No. 1 
BASIC No. 2 
Graphics and Games 

Electron 
BASIC No. | 
Graphics and Games 

Spectrum 
Programming Level 1 
Programming Level 2 

video z 
tapes to win 
You may enter as many times as 

you wish, but each entry must be on 
the oficial coupon and cartoon — 
not a copy — and sealed in a 
separate envelope. 

‘Commodore 64 
Progamming Level 1 
Programming Lewel 2 
VIC-20 
Programming Level 1 
Programming Level 2 

Important: please follow carefully 
the guidelines for entering 
incomplete coupons and entries in 
envelopes with no number on the 
back cannot be considered. If you 

How to enter 
Examine the two cartoons carefully 
— there are several differences 
between them. 

Circle the differences on cartoon 
B and then fill in your name, 
address, the number of differences. 
you found and the computer you 
own — BBC, Electron, Spectrum, 
‘Commodore 64 or VIC-20 — and 
your video recorder format, VHS 
or Beta. 2 

‘Seal the coupon and cartoon B in 
‘an envelope and write clearly on the 
‘back of the envelope the number of 
differences you found. 

Post your entry to Masterclass 
Competition, Home Computing 
Weekly, No. 1. Golden Square, 
London WIR 3AB. 

Entries close at first post on 
Friday June 8, 1984, The winners 
will be the first 30 entries opened at 
random, regardless of computer. 
All contestants will receive a 
voucher entitling them to a 10 per 
cent discount off a Masterclass 
Video tape ordered directly from 
Masterclass. 

The prizes will arrive from 
Masterclass within 28 days of the 
Publication of the issue containing 
the names of the winners. 

used as 
clear writing is essential. 

Entry Coupon 

Name 

are a winner, the coupon will be 
ibel to send your prize so 

—---------------------4 

Address 

post code 
Number of differences found 

Computer 
VHS/Beta (delete inapplicable format 
Complete clearly and fully — ( you are a prizewinner ‘taserctans Competition, Home Computing Weekly, N 
3AM. Closing date fet post, Feday June 8, 19 ‘Golden Square, London WIR org 10 follow carefully the ato nthe How to Ene secon, Wri the minber of kifference onthe back of the 

a 
a 
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ViCc-20 I 

Two great eee rams to 
type in and play. One Is for the 
unexpanded computer and the 
second needs an extra 35K of 

RAM coy | =e: Bane 
authentic as ssible. Your 

Gig ah controls are: ee 
Nic Brereton = { tes thn key revs up 

Many moons ago a party of | Beaicr tam Key revs down 
earthlings left their war-torn (climb) 

planet to search for anew home | *(asterisk) ‘nose down 
TAacrOe the alerts mi (dive) 

fe survivors of this danger- . 
prone trip landed on—a| Listing for Galaxy 
seemingly uninhabited planet to 
establish a new civilisation. But 
Planos was far from peaceful, 
‘as they found out when an evil 
space fleet began a bombard- 
ment 

The terrified citizens 
managed to save one ground- 
based blaster from the remains 
of their armaments store and 
they chose you to fight off the 
mysterious enemy. Can you do 
it 

The game runs on the 
unexpanded VIC-20. There are 
two types of invaders and your 
score and number of lives left 
are displayed in the top right. 

Use these keys: 

Z left 
X right 
SHIFT fire 

Pilot 20 b 
Graham Well 

My program runs on the 
3K expanded VIC-20 and 
simulates the flight of a light 
aircraft. 

@ POKE36878, 15: POKES6, 28 POKES2,28 
T0512: POKE?167+%, PEEK(32767+X) ‘NEXT 

'=1T064 READS : POKE?167+X, J: NEXT 
254,254, 146, 16 

& DATRG, 16, 16,6,0, 16, 16.8 
? DATAO.0,0,0. 6/160 
8 DATAB, 108, 146, 176,84, 170, 146,108 
9 DATAL Ls1ste1/1etet 
10 DATAI28, 128, 128, 128, 128,128, 126,128 
41 LI=3:POKE808, 127 
12 POKE6869, 240 
13 CT=30720: POKE36879,25 
14 PRINT" GALAXY! "SPRINT" BY CHRIS AND NIC" 
15 PRINT" M2’ = LEFT "=PRINT*M’X° = RIGHT" /PRINT* MS5HIFT® = FIRE" 
16 PRINT"RFIGHT OFF THE DIVING MSPACERS. HIT BIRDS INM FLIGHT FOR BONUSES, 
AZ PRINT*XHIT A KEV AFTER LOSINONR LIFE, AND TO START THE GAIE. * FORT=1T02000 

x 
18 GETAS: IFAS=""THENIS 
19 POKE36969,255 
28 11223: 12=21'Gk=@ 
22 Pxsis6 
85 RENCCLRICGRNI 
30 PRINT"cBi :POKES6S79,8: PRINT" eae 
31 FORK=1T01SSTEP2: POKE7790+X, 1 :POKE7746+X, 1 ‘NEXT 
32 PRINT*SiamnoN" 
33 FORM=1T016:PRINT*IFG® :HEXT:PRINT“IFG" ; :PR: 
34 FORK=1TOLI : POKE7696+x, 2: POKE7E96+X+CT 2 °Ni 
95 GOSUB2906:G1=T :C1=C:GOSUR2G0G :G2=T:C2=C 
36 FORX=1T020 : POKEX+38894, 4:HEXT 
106 REM START PROG 
105 S=8165:POKES, 2: IFPEEK(203)=64THENIOS: 
10? REM 
110 IFG1=GTHENI9@ 
111 POKEGI,32°G1=01+11 
120 IFPEEK(G1)=?THENI1=23:G1=01+2 
123 IFPEEK (G1 )=2THENSGG 
125 IFPEEK(G1)=6THENI 1=21 :G1=G1~2 
130 POKEGI ,C1 
135 IFG1>Si8STHENG1=G1-376 
148 IFRND¢1)>. SANDB1 =@THENBI=1 °P1=G1+22 
158 POKE36875. 280: POKE36875,0 
198 IFG2=6THEN3OO 
210 POKEG2, 32:G2=62+12 
220. IFPEEK (G2)=7 THENI2=23 G2=G2+2 
223 IFPEEK(G2)=2THENS08 
225 IFPEEK(G2)=6THENI2=21 -G2=62-2 
230 POKEG2,C2 
235 IFG2>8185THENG2=62-376 
240 IFRND(1)>. SANDE2=OTHENE2=1 =P2=G2+22 
250 POKE36875, 200: POKE36875,0 
308 POKES, 32 
305 IFPEEK(203)=33THENS=S-1 : IFPEEK(S)=7THENS=S+1 
310 IFPEEK(203)=26THENS=S+ 1 - IFPEEK(S)=6THENS=S-1 
328 POKES. 2 
399 POKEP, 32 
400. IFPEEK(659)=1ANDB=OTHENB=1 :P=S-22 : POKE36876, 200: POKESES76,0 

re 
<T:POKES185,6 

420 POKEP, 32: 
430. IFPC77@2THENP=P+22:B=0 :GOTO1 10 
435. IFPEEK(P)=LORPEEK(P)=@THENS200 
449 POKEP, 3 
450 POKEP, 32°F: 
460 IFPC7702THEN' 

22 
+22: B=9:GOTOLIG 
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left square bracket bank left 
right square bracket bank right 
G gear up H ear down 
F laps (lower) 
D flaps (raise) 
M map display 

These are meanings of the 
flight deck display 

VSI vertical speed indicator — 
by how much your aircraft 

bs in a second 
ir speed indicator 

ALT altitude — height above 
sea level 

HEAD your compass heading 
DME distance from beacon 
BRG your bearing relative to 

the ‘beacon. When starting 
on runway, heading is 360, 
BRG is 180. If you look on 
the map you will see that the 
beacon is directly behind the 
runway and so behind you, a 
compass bearing of 180 
(South). 

Stall speed is 60 ASI, the 
undercarriage is damaged above 
150 ASI and ceiling is 3,000. 

T hope you enjoy playing it 
One improvement would be to 
add some sound effects. 

etc 
500-1000 check for crash, stall 

1000-1180, 1200-1290 bank left, 
106-1840 print why 
3000-3080 ‘anding lights before 

465 IFPEEK(P)=10RPEEK(P)=BTHEN4008 
476 POKER, 3 

518 POKEP1,32:P1=P1+22 
515. IFPEEK(P1)=2THENSGOe 
520 IFP1>S185THENBI=0 
525 POKEP1,4 
550 NEXT 
608 IFB2=0THEN7O0 
685 FORDF=1T02 
618 POKEP2,32:P2=P2+22 
615 IFPEEK(P2)=2THENSO0@ 
620 IFP2>S1S5THENB2=0 
625 POKEP2,4 
650 NEXT 
696 REMCHOMEICHONED 
708_PRINT*a"SC™= 
1999 GOTO107 
2008 T=0:FORK=7810T077G2STEP-I * IFPEEK()C>S2THENT=X: C=PEEK(X) :X=?702!POKET 32 
2002 NEXT: RETURN 
3006 FORZ=240T0190STEP~2: POKES6876, Z:NEXT:POKE36876, 0: RETURN 
4000 IFPEEK(P?=1 THENSC=SC+ 18: GK=GK+1 : IFP=G1ORP=G2THENSC=SC#50 
4010 IFPEEK(P)=GTHENSC=SC+50 : GK=GK+1 : IFP=G10RP=G2THENSO=SC+450 
4020 POKEP,5 
4038 GOSUB3B06 
4040 IFP=G1THENGOSUB2000 : G1=T:C1=C 
4058 IFP=G2THENGOSUB2000 : G2=T :C2=! 
4@85_IFGK=19THEN2O 
4066 GOTO1939 
53608 LI=LI-1° IFLI=@THENO0 
5085 POKES, 5:FORX=1T0S@ POKE36S77, 
5087 IFPEEK(203)=64THENSOO? 
5016 POKE7697+L1,32:GOTO1S99 
6000 POKES, 5:POKES+CT, 7: FORX=255T0127STEP-1 : POKES6977. x: NEXT 
6001 REMCCLRIC3 CRSR DOWNICWHTIC2 CRSR DOWNICCRSR DOWN] 
Sb8 ,POKESEE6S, 240: PRINT* HMMA TOUGH LUCK 11 MAYOU DIED, BUT YOU 
6019 LI=3:PRINT"N* 
6826 IFSCDHSTHENHS=SC°PRINT"NEH * 
6825 S0=6:B=0 
6036 PRINT"HIGH SCORE"HS 
6032 REMC2 CRSR DOWN) 
6035 PRINT"MWHIT A KEY TO CONTINUE” 
6040 IFPEEK(203)=64THENEO4O 
6056 GOTOI2 

177-K NEXT 

sc 

Listing for Pilot 20 

1 REM"MMgMMePILOT 26 BY G.WELLS 
2 POKESS®, 128 
3 REM INITILISATION 
Bee Pwr 

“5 cosupssee 
3 REM CCLRICGRNI 
10 POKES6979,8:PRINT"21":A=@: S=0:R=0'US="WDONN" :BRO=16B:H=360 
26 POKE36878, 10°D=10:U=0°B=1:V=@ 
99 REM INSTRUMENTS 
95 REM CHOMEICS CRSR DOWNICVELI 
100 PRINT" stetodeager———————» , 
Hg PRINT 1 AH ASI" 
128 PRINT VSI LV ALT. 85 
438 PRINT"! 1 1 8 
140 PRINT*L__F -m--- | 
158 PRINT’ 1 | HEAD! 
168 PRINT mM — 
178 PRINT" el 
185 RENCVELICWHTICCRSR UPIC14 CRSR RIGHT] 
198 PRINT" FUEL_ 3" INT(F) PRINT" SDBBDBBBRBDBBBISTALL": St 
195 RENCVELICWHTICCRSR UPIC14 CRSR RIGHT) 
200 PRINT" REVS S°R" "-PRINT*“DBRBBBBBDBBBBBIL/C"US 
205 REMCVELICWHTICCRSR UPIC14 CRSR RIGHT] 

PRINT'@ BECN 4 A" PRINT" SPBBBBBBBBBBBBIPRG" INT (ERG) 
REMCHOMEILISCRSR DOWN] CVELICWHT IJCYEL ICCRSRUPIC14CRSRRIGHTI 

1220, PRINT" oouoneonenneRENONONT FLAP 4°;FL; "Al DEG" PRINT" = 
TCDD" 

REMCHOMEI(I2 CRSR DOWNJECRSR RIGHTICCRSR LEFTI 
PRINT SOOOROOOODT V" 
REMCHOMEI(13 CRSR DOWNIC17 CRSR RIGH 
PRINT" SOU DBD DB DD EBRD! 
REMCHOMEI(12 CRSR DOWNICI1 CRSR RIGHT) 
PRINT" SOTTO DD REDD BBB! A 
REMCHOMEICIS CRSR DOWNICI1 CRSR RIGHT] 
PRINT" SDT BERBB RBBB H 

INT«S> 
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Vic-20 PROGRAMS 

RETURN 
REMCHOMEI C6 

RENCCLRICHHTI 
PRINT "aa" 

S REMCHOME) 
PRINT’ TOWN error” 
PRINT HHH" 
PRINT ea 
PRINT" m % 
PRINT" S4€ if 
PRINT" W ad 

@ PRINT 
4080 PRINT” 

PRINT" . 
PRINT" C106) 

@ PRINT" 
@ FOR 
@ REM INTRODUCTION 

POKE36873, KES PILOT" PRINT*MMS YOU ARE THE PIL 

PRINT" OF A LIGHT ARICRAFT" 
PRINT" YOU MUST FIND THE" 

456 PRINT* | RUNHAY AT NIGHT 

4540 PRINT"BEFORE YOUR FUEL GOES" 
4545 REMCREDICBLUI 
4550 PRINT" | MBRGB RUNWAY 180° * 
4555 REMCCRSR DOWNICBLU) 
4560 PRINT"M"; : INPUT" FUEL (1 TO S@)"iF 

IFFCQORF>S@THENGOTO4500 
RENCCRSR DOWNICBLUD 
PRINT" MS DURING FLIGHT" 
PRINT" PRESS “M” FOR MAP" 
REMCCRSR DOWNCGRNJ 
PRINT"MMi OPTIONS —" 
RENCCRSR DOWNICBLUICGRNICBLKI 
PRINT" 16h NTAKE OFF" 
REMCCRSR DOWN) CBLUICGRNICBLKI 

4640 PRINT" NS 26 IN FLIGHT" 
THEN465@ 

coto1e 
AS<>"2" THEN4ESO 

BRG=90 | H=270: A= 1000 V=0:S=250:US="M UP ":R=2400: POKE36879, 8: D=3.5:B=21 ‘PRI 
N 

RENEREDICCLRI 
GoTOs6 
POKES6378, 15 
POKES687? 221 

5020 FORT=11010: POKE36879, 42 : FORG=1T0200: NEXTQ: POKE36879, 25: NEXTT :POKE36879, 42 
5030 POKE36877, 0: POKE36878,0 
5040 FORT=38T0160STEP. 5: POKE36881. T : POKE36878, 15 
S050 POKES6874, 150+RND< 1 #100: POKE36875, 94+T ‘POKE36876,254-T -POKES6877,200 
506G NEXTT :POKE36974, 0: POKE36875, 0: POKE36876, 0: POKE36877,0:POKE36878,0 
5086 POKE36879, 25, 
5085 REMCCLRICBLUICS CRSR DOWN] 
5096 PRINT*=EMOOMMNYOU KILLED YOUSELF" 
6000 PRINT*XNOT TO MENTION THE" 
6010 PRINT" PASSENGERS ABOARD" 
6020 PRINT"MI HOPE YOU WILL SLEEP" 
6030 PRINT"MHELL TONIGHT IN HEAVEN"; 
6049 FORT=160TOSESTEP-. 1 :POKE36881,T:NEXTT 
605G PRINT"MRNOTHER GO’ C'¥/N]":POKE198,0 
6060 GETAS: IFAS=""THEN6GSO 
6065 REMECLRICCRSR_UPICBLUI 
6070 IFRS<"" THENPOKES6S79, 27 ‘PRINT"<TIR" “END 
6088 GOT0450 



The program is designed for 
the beginner or less experienced 
player. The tutor takes you 
through the basics of the game 
and on to the more complex 
stages. The package is far too 
extensive to detail, but uses 
excellent graphics for the four 
hands, has many helpful features 
for the novice and numerous 
little touches that add fun and 
realism. The acid test was to 
place a proper bridge player ‘down in front of the computer; I 
did so and had to drag him away 
when I wanted to go home. This 

Dragon Data, Kenfig Industrial 
Estate, Margam, Port Talbot, 
Wales SA13 2PE 

1 am not a bridge buff. 1 know 
only-a little about the game so 
when Bridge Master dropped 
Uhrough my door, I thought this 
might be my chance to learn the 

rand game of bridge. This 
expensive package includes 
cartridge, a cassette containing isa winner CG. 100 different. hands (more 
complex hands will be available instructions on cassette, we are told) and two pli 
quite extensive manuals, one 
detailing the game and the other 
how the cartridge works. All this 
is extremely well packaged but 
What of the content? 

ability 
graphics value for money 

90% 
90% 
95% 
80% 

Dragon Data, Kenfig Industrial 
Estate, Margam, Port Talbot, 
West Glam SA13 2PE 

Drive your lunar buggy across 
the surface of the moon svonting 
or destroying a number 
‘obstacles, including boulders, 
craters and spaceships. 

Movement is controlled by the 
joystick. Moving left or right 
controls speed while upwards. 
enables the buggy to jump over 
craters, The fire button activates 
horizontal and vertical lasers. As 
there are only four main actions I 
fm surprised there is no facility 
to use keys 

Points are given for jumping 
or shooting obstacles, A bonus fs 

"> awarded according to speed of 
progress 

Your current score and the 
highest score are. displayed on 
screen, as is the number of 
buggies left. When your buggy is 
destroyed you re-siart from the 

‘le point successfully passed, 

Junior's 

as ae 32 
£10.95 

Dragon Data, Kenfig Industrial 
Estate, Margam, Port Talbot, 
Wales SA13 

The screen display varies 
considerably as you progress. 1 
especially liked the way the 
bbugay fell to pieces when it was 
hit 

Loading gave no problems and : 
the instructions. Included. are jee rey eee 

i of the biggest selling Dragon 
games. This is the long-awaited 
Sequel to the masterful original 
‘and something T could not wait 

Not the sort of game to which 
1 would become addicted, but 

“certainly very enjoyable. J.E.M. 

structions: 715% to get my hands on. You are the 
playability 75% son of the gorilla that was 
re 80% captured in the first game, and 

for 1 must try to rescue your dad from 
| Palornioney A the evil clutches of Luigi. This 
kok ok) entails jumping across vines, 

. scampering up and down them 
and avoiding obstacles and 
unfriendly beasts sent by Luigi to 
trap you. As in the original 

J: 
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Pit your wits | 
against 
these! 

New software for the 
Is assessed by our reviewers 

board but instead of 
having the full board on display 
you see only the square you land 
on. The aim of this game is to get 
£20,000 so that the powers that 
be lend you a million for the next 
game. Having got your codes, 
and by now only the winner of 
game one is playing, you try to 
turn your million’ into five 
million by stock trading and 
‘other investments. The program 
has the facility to check your 
mail for good or bad news. 
Overall an involving package 

Million 
ey 32 

£9.99 
Phoenix, Spangles House, 116 
Marsh Rd, Pinner, Middx 
This is not the usual one-game 
package but two linked games, 
fone of which must be success- 
fully completed in order to move 
to the next one. Phoenix 
describes them as action and ; ood on fun but low on adventure games, but don’t be & 
misled by this; they are not risinality ee 
arcade action ‘and. text type 
adventure! Rather the first game instructions re 
is faster moving than the second 50% 
and has the added interest of SiPRIS ey aoee 
being for more than one player 
should you so wish. 

The first is actually very like a 
famous property speculation 

a 

El Bandito 
Dragon £7.95 

Dragon Data, Kenfig Industrial 
Estate, Margam, Port Talbot, 
West Glam SA13 2PE 
The unlikely hero of this 
amusing game is an ant_ who 
scurries around a maze stealing 
fruit while being hunted by 
spiders. The ant walks up to the 
fruit and disappears. You can 
then move the fruit slowly back 
to your lair. Ifthe spider is in hot 
pursuit you can drop the fruit 

~ and escape more quickly. The 
spider cannot get you In your 

ir. 
There are eight skill levels and 

playing areas which control the 
number of spiders and complex. 
ity of the maze. 
Two people can play, and then 

‘not only must you avoid spiders 
‘but also try and grab the fruit 
before your opponent does. 

You begin each game with 
three lives but it is possible to 

game, once you reach the top of 
the screen you are taken to a 
different screen. There are four 
screens involving trampolines, gain more. Score for each player 
conveyor belts and all the and the highest. score are obstacles you would expect from displayed. 
this type of game. Screen display is excellent. 1 

particularly liked the marauding 
spiders. I had no problems 
loading the game and the 
instructions are sufficient. 

Playing this gave me a lot of 
laughs and I shall certainly be 
playing many more times.J.E.M. 

There is a choice of one of the 
two-colour screens or the higher 
resolution black and white 
screen. The title page, 
demonstration mode and high 
score table are all up to the usual 
high standard but I cannot help 
feeling that this game is not as 
good as the original. This is far 70% 
too expensive for an arcade 85% game. CG. 90% 

value for money 85% instructions 
playability 

1 aT £0. 

‘ 



3D BAT ATTACK Anailaction, 3 dimensional 
at the same 
ts whose 

faster and 
gerous. 

AFTERTHESE, 
THE REST IS KIDS STUFF. 

Are you ready for CheetahSoft? So don't play unless you're ready 

There's only one way to find out. to play the game for real. Because you'll 

But be warned: these vampire bats know find there's one sure thing about 

agood meal when they see one. And our CheetahSoft: Soft we're not. 
£6.95 atall friend with the 

scythe has had years heetahSoft ; SPS good stores. 

of experience... 

"ALSO AVAILABLE BY SENDING CHEQUE OR P.O. FOR £6.95 TO CHEETAHSOFT LTD, 24 RAY ST, LONDON EC1 01-833-4733 



BUY ONE, GET FIVE FREE!!! 
Sent free with each order received by 31st May 
“SUPERPLAY 1” (Compendium of 5 arcade games for 16K or 
48K Spectrum). 
48K SPECTRUI 
“Day of the Match” 

ed VIDEO 
U7 ran SOFTWARE LIMITED 

sro ome #72 

JLC DATA DUPLICATION 
CASSETTES — DISCS — EPROMS 
* 7 YEARS DATA EXPERIENCE 
* HIGH LEVEL OF SECURITY 
%* NORMALLY NO MASTERING FEE 
* NORMALLY 7-10 DAY TURNAROUND 
* 24 HOUR TURNAROUND SUPERFAST 

SERVICE IF REQUIRED 

Cassette Duplication — for most micros. 

Disc Duplication — 35, 40, 80 track S/S, D/S, S/D, 
DID. 

Eprom Duplication — most types. 
All data verified. 
Blank Cassettes, Discs, Eproms — bulk sales only. 
Blank Labels — most colours — bulk sales only. 
Labels in sheets or rolls. 

* NEWSERVICE * 
Letter-heads and forms in rolis or fanfold for 
computer printing. 

Telephone: (0226) 87707 24 hours 
7 days a week 

Enquiries and accounts to: 
JLC DATA, ‘J CASTLE STREET, BARNSLEY, 

SOUTH YORKSHIRE S70 1NT 

In the interests of security, callers without appointments or proof 
‘of company status will not be seen. 
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SUPER SAVERS 

SPECTRUM COMMODORE 64 

CLASSICADVENTURE £ 6.10 FLIGHTSIMULATOR  £ 8.70 

HoBBIT £13.10 HOBBIT £13.10 

ALCHEMIST £480 CRAZY KONG £6.12 

SKULL £6.10 FABULOUSWANDA £6.95 

GLUGGLUG £5.20 OMEGA RUN £695 

FREEZ BEES £520 FLYINGFEATHERS £6.12 

For comprehensive catalogue 
Send SAE to 

LAWTON LTD 

16 COATES CLOSE 
BRIGHTON HILL 
BASINGSTOKE RG22 4EE 

SI 

TEXAS 
Srrikes Harp! 

joystick suitabl 



Next week— it’s 

Wally Week 

OMNICALC HAS BEEN EXTENDED! 

The thousands of satisfied owners of the original OMNICALC spreadsheet program for the 

Spectrum will already know how powerful and versatile it is. The extended version (which goes under 

the highly original title of OMNICALC2) retains all the good features of the original and adds many 

more such as 

— Full support for the microdrive/net/RS232 facilities within Interface | 

— Inbuilt graphics to draw histograms from your data 

— Insert/Delete column and row functions 

— A separate work area to enable transfer of data between spreadsheets 

(for consolidation etc). 

It can be used with or without microdrives: with a full size printer: includes a conversion 

program to let you run models set up on the original OMNICALC and comes complete with a 

comprehensive manual. 

OMNICALC2 is priced at £14.95 

For existing owners of OMNICALC we are offering a special trade-in deal. Simply send your 
existing tape and manual and a remittance for £8.00 (£9 Europe £10 elsewhere) to the address below 

and we will despatch OMNICALC2 by return. Please note that this trade-in deal is only available 

directly through MICROSPHERE. 

MICROSPHERE COMPUTER SERVICES LTD - 72 ROSEBERY ROAD 

LONDON N10 2LA - TELEPHONE 01-885 9411 
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Dixei~Par 
for ZX-SPECTRUM 

Programming _Information 

Colours Graphics 
a Characters 
Black Normal Inverse 
Blue 

. Red 

. Magenta 

. Green 
Cyan 
Yellow 
White 

No Change 
OM aS et OS ONANDSWN = Contrast 

Colour Control 
INK n ‘Colour (0 to 9) 
PAPER nv Colour (0 to 9) 
FLASH no 0 Steady, 1 Flashing, 8 No Change 
BRIGHT n Normal, 1 Bright. 8 No Change 
INVERSE n © Normal (ink on Paper) 

1 Inverse (Paper on ink) 
OVER n 0 New character obliterates old one 

n: 1 New and old characters combine '0 
give ink colour where either (not both) 
were ink, otherwise paper colour 

BORDER n : n= Colour (0 to 7) 
ATTRiI,c) Function returning attributes of the 

character at line |. column c 
Bit:7 is 1 for Flashing 6 is1 for Bright 

5,4,3 = Paper Colour 
21110 = Ink Colour 

Graphics Commands 
PLOT c:x,y _: Ink in pixel x.y 
DRAW c;X,y,©: Draw line x,y pixels long (relative) 

while turning © radians (Optional) 
CIRCLE c;x.y.r: Draw circle centred at pixel x,y 

with radius r pixels 
(Note: c is any local colour controls required) 

POINT(x,y) _: Function which returns: 
O if pixel x,y is paper colour 
1 if it is ink colour 

Character Commands 
PRINT item, item... A print item can be one of 

= Null 
= Numeric expression 
= String expression 
- AT Ic: moves cursor to line |, column ¢ 
- TAB c: moves cursor to column c, same line 
= Colour control command 

Items can be seperated by 
= a comma, next item at next half line 

semi-colon; next item follows immediately 
= an apostrophe’ next item on new line 

POKE a,n — : Writes the value nto address a 
PEEK a Function which returns the value 

address a 
USR “a” Function which returns the start 

address of character a 
SCREENS(I,c): Function which returns the character 

at line |, column c 
Indicates n is a binary number 
ed Graphics 

POKE USR “a‘"+x, BIN ni: will write the binary 
number nto the xth row of the bit pattern for 
character a 

Computer Agencies Limited 
28 Sun Street, Hitchin, HERTS SG5 1AT 
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QUICKSIE 

APRIL/MAY 1984 
FRED (48K Spectrum) - Paco & Paco/Indescomp 

2. ANT ATTACK (48K Spectrum) - Sandy White 
THE SNOWMAN (48K Spectrum) ~ David Shea 
BOOGABOO (CBM 64) - Paco & Paco/Indescomp £7.95 C 
DRAGONSBANE (48K Spectrum) ~ M. Preston’ 
P. Hunt, Rose/D. Moore £6.95 
ULTISYNTH (CBM 64) - Nalin Sharma £14.95 C 
SKYHAWK (Vic 20) ~ Steve Lee/Chartec £7.95 
BUGABOO (48K Spectrum) - Paco & Paco’ 
Indescomp £6.95 
LASERZONE (48K Spectrum) — Jef Minter’ 
Salamander £6.95 
‘STING 64 (CBM 64) ~ Anton Hinxman £7.95 
RING OF POWER (CBM 64) — F. J. Preston £9.95 
AQUAPLANE (CBM 64) — John Hollis/Steve Hickman £7.95 
PURPLE TURTLES (CBM 64) ~ Mark & 
Richard Moore 
QUINTIC WARRIOR (CBM 64) — Terry Watts 
TORNADO (Vic 20) ~ Steve & Dave Lee/Chartec 
SUBSPACE STRIKER (Vic 20) — Joe Gillespie/Pixel 
MINED OUT (Lynx) ~ |. Andrew/Incentive 
AQUAPLANE (48K Spectrum) ~ John Hollis 
QS SCRAMBLE (2X81) — John Hollis 
TRAXX (48K Spectrum) Jeff Minter/Salamander 

Chart compiled from sales figures through CBS Distribution for April 1984. 
ai 

"ed WHSMITH 

Please send me the games | have ticked. 
enclose cheque/P.O. tor 
Send to Quicksilva Mail Order. 
P.O. Box6, 
Wimborne, Dorset BA21 7PY. 
Telephone: (0202) 891744 
Name 
Address 

Interested in producing your own 
high-resolution screen displays? 

GP xEr~Pap 
take the hard work out of 

computer graphics. 

Pixel-Pads contain 50 sheets of A3 paper. 
Each sheet has a full screen planner 
showing every high-res and text character 
location, a handy number of user-defined 
graphics grids and, for the Commodore 64, 
each sheet has several sprite character 
grids. 

Additionally, the pads contain a detailed 
summary chart of graphics command 
functions for each micro. 

The Graphics Grid pad is full of 8 x 8 user- 
defined grids to enable you to build up a 
library of pre-defined snappers and aliens! 
Each grid is marked with the relevant 
binary codes. 

You can buy your Pixel-Pads direct by mail 
order fro: 

Brown Computing & Co 
29 Sun Street 

Hitchin 
Herts 

Sy Pixel-Pads for 
gn BBC and Electron 

ZX and Spectrum 
Commodore 64 

Graphics Grids 

4.95 each 

2.00 each 

All prices include VAT and 
postage and packing. 

Trade enquiries should be made to: 

Peter Bamford & Co 
10 Barley Mow Passage 

Chiswick 
London W4 4PH 

Phone: 01-994 6477 



. HEARD THE NEWS? S| 
MICRKOPOWER, ARE ON 

THEIR WAY WITH 
COMMODORE 64 
SOFTWAKE! 

We're looking for the best games machine 
code programmers in the country to join our 
young exciting development team. 

The rewards are exceptional for the right 
people who show a high degree of creativity 
plus a full knowledge of machine code 
programming for Commodore 64, BBC, 
Electron, MSX and Amstrad systems. 
If you would like to earn £20,000 plus per 
annum write with details to: Mr.M.Mahony, 
Alligata Software Ltd., 178 West Street, 
Sheffield $1 4ET. Tel: (0742) 755796. 

48K SPECTRUM £6.60 

INCENTIVE SOFTWARE LTO, 64 London Street 
Reading RG! 4S0 Tel: Reading (0734) 891678 

TEXAS TI994A 
High Quality Games in Wallets 

GENEROUS DEALER DISCOUNTS 
‘Available from 

CENTRESOFT 021 520 7591 
(0254 691211 

MARTECH 0323 768456 
oF direct from us: 
Tel: 05806 4726 Send PO/Cheque to: 

INTRIGGE 
SOFTWARE 

GAMES TO REMEMBER 

Cranbrook Road- Tenterden: Kent-TN30 6UJ 
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Get the Geese 
Off/Word Race 
TI-99/4A £5.55 

‘Solway, 6 Curzon St, Maryport, 
‘Cumbria CAIS 6LL 

Stomp them or shoot them — 
that's the question, It's all a 
matter of how much patience 
you have. Twelve geese have 
escaped into six wheat fields. 
Fortunately, you are only 
confronted by one at a time, but 
‘you must send them away before 
ihey gobble all the wheat. These 
crafty geese avoid comering 
tactics by walking into ditches 

yu can’t cross. When the chase 
Becomes tiresome it's all 100 

to stomp a goose by 
to it. Doing this loses 

points. 
‘At random intervals a goose 

flies across the screen. You may 

Computerized 
Diet 

+ 16K ZX81 
£5.95 

Softchoice, 52 Platts Lane, 
‘London NW3 7NT 

If you have a weight problem it 
seems the modern solution is t0 
talk it over with your 2X81! 

‘This package is quite, large 
with two cassettes and a 22-page 
booklet, and your first problem 
is digging out the cassettes from 
their plastic beds. However, the 
Ibook is easier to extract, and is 
worth reading if only to dream 
lof blueberry pie and baked 
bluefish. 

Seriously though, you must 
iread the book first because 
jyou have to prepare certain 
information about your eating 
habits before you can answer the 
iquestions on the first cassette, 
‘After the computer has digested 
ithe information regarding your 
lage, sex, height and eating habits 
‘your own personal weight goals 
fare assessed. Side B is concerned 
iwith producing menus based on 
different foods of different 
caloric values, giving recom- 
mended quantities and even 
taking your mood into account. 

Because dieting is such a 
personal, sometimes very serious 
business, I can neither 
irecommend nor condemn. this 
program. Although I understand 
‘the program was written by a 
Dr _M. Minsky I can find no 
reference to him in the 
handbook. Bi 
‘instructions 100% 

100% 
40% 

value for money 15% 

‘shoot it by pressing the spacebar, 
but this is difficult and slow to 
respond. e 

Word Race will be familiar to 
viewers of Channel Four’s 
Countdown. Two players 
participate, each taking turns to 
ask for vowels or consonants, 
randomly selected by the 
computer. Both players must 
then make a word using as many 
Of the nine letters as possible in a 
limited time. Points are scored 
for using the most letters. The 
computer cannot verify, the 

elaine, of words, 
but wi that the letters 
used are | Pav IW. 

ated hone 
playabilit 
Eraphics. 65% 
value for money 90% 

xk kk ok 

Take 

Speed Snake 
+ 16K ZX81 

£4.95 
Softchoice, 52 Platts Lane, 
London NW3 7NT 

Two keys are all you need to 
steer the snake around the 10 
mazes in this game, And, at 
times, two keys don't seem to 
give enough control. Plus signs 
represent the nuts you must eat 
to gather points, and inverse plus 
signs are berries to gather when 
ripe, but which only stay ripe for 
a tantalising short time. Poison 
balls are your enemy; if you eat 
them you die, you also die if you 
eat yourself. 

Impossible, 1 hear you cry. 
Don't you believe it. The game is 
so fast and furious you can easily 

your 

Make your choice from this 
collection of the latest 

software. Read what HCW’'s 
regular reviewers have to say 

before you pay out 

Mr Munchee 
+ 16K ZX81 

£4.95 
Softchoice, 52 Platts Lane, 
London NW3 7NT 

Pac-Man, which started life on 
arcade video games machines, 
has been re-programmed for just 
about every home computer. Mr 
Munchee is not just a version for 
the ZX8I, itis the version for the 
2X81. 

‘This is the third program by k 
the same author I have reviewed, 
‘and each program has two things 
in common: good programming, 
techniques. and a very imagina- 
tive use of the rather dull 
‘graphics. 

jere are three mazes, and 
with variable speed, this game is 
‘as challenging as any you are 
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likely to meet on any machine. 
Having eaten one of the pellets 
scattered around the maze you 
have a very limited time in which 
to turn the tables on your 
pursuer. If you do manage to 
catch and eat it, you are 

also th eo ate oneot is also the prize for eating one of 
the protected cherries. 

Although I am not an addict 
of this type of game, I did find 
this version very playable, As 
with all ZX81 games though, the 
lever! negative feel of the 

make for 
ecg peact seeks 

bump into yourself or any of the 
maze boundaries. 

This is one of the few snake 
‘games in which the snake moves 
faster, the longer it gets. 

native use of the very 
limited. graphics capabilities of 
the ZX8I make for a very 
enjoyable and exciting game. 
Although at first it might seem 
easy, it is deceptively difficult to 
master. Getting your name at the 
top of ‘the hall of fame requires 8 
jot 
effort. B, 

100% 
100% 
95% 

value for money 85% 

kk kk 

Home Budget 
ask epee 

Kuma, Unit 12, Horseshoe Park, 
Horseshoe Rd, Pangbourne, 
Berks RGS 7JW" 
‘Computer budgeting should help 
those who are useless wit 
figures and free those who are 
numerate from unnecessary 
tedium. Home Budget is a well 
laid-out program. You can 
adjust. the expense headings as 
‘you wish, it offers help pages at 
most stages and it appears to be 
foolproof against wrong key 
entry. 

However, there is no written 
documentation or loadin 
instructions when sim) 
explanations of how to bi 
would be invaluable. Also, why 
imust the forecast figures be 
entered 12 times for each 
heading? The program should 
duplicate itself once the first 
month has been entered. 

The answer "No" to “Are 
Actuals Correct?” after mi 
entry is supposed to allow entry 
to a revision stage, but when T 
did ic | found I could only exit by 
re-starting. The same answer to 
“Replace Forecast with 
‘Actual?”” erased the forecast, 
‘and comparing the budget with 
actual is pointless if half the 
figures are missing, 
Graphic representation of 

individual expenses and rolling. 
‘budget feature. The reasonable 
price might make the problems 

le for those who are 

le 

numerate. xed 

instructions 80% 
ease of use 50% 
display 30% 
value for money 75% 



48K SPECTRUM OWNERS #0 1s on == 
LET'S GET DOWN TO BUSINESS... 

x %& * FINANCE MANAGER x x x 
Voted ‘‘the best value financial program available’’ by SINCLAIR USER 

FINANCE MANAGER is a powerful, flexible and very fast MENU DRIVEN general purpose ledger package which 
includes both standing order and special forward planning features. The program will handle up to 255 separate 
accounts and 1800 transactions. The power of MACHINE CODE has enabled us to produce the very latest ‘‘on 
the page”’ presentation which lets you enter and edit data naturally, as if you were filling in a form. 

These screens are just a sample to show the style of the program: 
But that’s not all, not by a —= — 
long way. This program 
automatically raises a [ime 
corresponding debit or Hy 
credit for every entry, and 
will even open a new ac- 
countif anentry features an igual = ooo =: 
unrecorded account name. 
Information can be manipulated in various ways — you can call up your bank or credit card account, or analyse 

expenditure according to a variety of categories which you assign to the transactions. Instant Account balances 
can be listed at any time. A great time saving feature of this program is that account names and transaction 
descriptions need only be recorded once, as all the input fields wili scroll existing files. There are many, many more 
features which make this the most powerful finance package around, we even include a test file for you to 
experiment with before getting started. 

* * %& ADDRESS MANAGER * x * 
ADDRESS MANAGER utilises the same ‘‘on the page’’ presentation as FINANCE MANAGER and offers 

Spectrum owners a professional standard address filing, indexing and retrieval system. Below are examples of 
the screen presentations. 
ADDRESS MANAGER has 
been carefully constructed 
to provide the user with a 
tool that is extremely 
friendly and easy to use, the 
speed and presentation of 
this program are second to y 
none 
ADDRESS MANAGER features MULTIPLE INDEXING via our 3 way 3 character index, an ability to store over 
400 full names and addresses or 1500 individual names/titles 
USES include storing and updating names, addresses and phone numbers, printing out Xmas card lists etc, mail 
order work, customer classification by type size, (doctors have used this program to catalogue patients by 
treatment). 

* * * 80 COLUMN-PLUS 80’VERSIONS * * x 
VERSIONS OF BOTH THESE PROGRAMS ARE NOW AVAILABLE FOR USE WITH AN 80 COL PRINTER. 
WORKING IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE KEMPSTON CENTRONICS INTERFACE THESE ‘PLUS 80” PRO- 
GRAMS CONTAIN ALL THE NECESSARY SOFTWARE AND CONTROL CODE FACILITIES TO OPERATE ANY 
KEMPSTON COMPATIBLE CENTRONICS PRINTER. 

VISIT YOUR LOCAL SOFTWARE STORE NOW AND ASK FOR FINANCE MANAGER 

AND ADDRESS MANAGER BY NAME 

also available from selected branches of W. H. SMITH, BOOTS AND J. MENZIES 

SOFTWARE * * * SIMPLY THE BEST * * * 

If you experience difficulty obtaining your oneglgese programs send a cheque or postal order for £8.95 
(£19.95 for PLUS 89 versions) or telephone your details to (0753 888866): 

Oxford Computer Publishing Ltd. 
4A HIGH STREET, CHALFONT-ST-PETER, BUCKS, ENGLAND 



THE QMEGA RUN 

The Last Flight 
to Armagedon 

CRL EXCITING FLIGHT SIMULATION GAME 

SPECTRUM SAVERS 

Discounts off a vast range of Spectrum software. 
Over 70 Software Houses on our list 

Bargains on a wide range of hardware & books 

Sample Prices 
Spectrum 48K 

Disc Drive & Interface. 

£119.95 inc. VAT 

£230.00 inc. VAT 

Send large S.A.E. for catalogue to 

RAMTOPS, 47 BROOM LANE, LEVENSHULME, 
MANCHESTER M19 2TX TEL. 061 442 5603 

aliens and fuel rockets passing overhead. 
‘Air Attack £4.5040 
Fire your guided missiles to destroy the enemy fighters that drop 4 
‘bombs on the four cities below. 
‘The Grave Robber 
‘Avoid the Bionic Vicar as you guide Humpty around the grave ya fe 
stealing the corpses, 
Hangman & Masterbrain £4.25 
Hangman: For up to five players. Masterbrain: For one player. 
Both games supplied on one cassette. Great value. 

Al programs run on the unexpanded TI-99/4A, 
‘Send cheque or P.O. to 

Tal 
Please send S.A.E. for catalogue. 

Moses 05850\0\8/8/8)8-8-8°8°8°616:89°9°8'8°8. 8.8.4 

EXCITING TI-99/4A SOFTWARE i 
‘Alien Alert £3.95 
Protect the four bases at the bottom of the screen whilst firing at a 

> 

MICROSONIC 
Dept HCW, 85 Malmesbury Road, Cheadle Hulme, Cheshire “f 

What's next 
for a ban? 

It is generally accepted throughout the world that micro- 
technology is the field in which most of the future lies. 
Yet recent events — which occurred almost simultaneous- 
ly — seem to suggest that the Establishment wishes 10 
interfere with and directly control any advances made in 
this area. 

The main event I speak of is, of course, the Ministry 
of Defence ban on JLC Data’s software protection 
devi 

The reason given for this was that it posed a threat to 
national security. Now, I’m only a 15-year-old 
schoolboy, but I don’t think you'll consider my opinion 
too naive when I state that surely any enterprising 
criminal/Russian spy could get hold of this device, or at 
least adapt the permitted version (and make use of it), 
ban or no ban. 

Surely then, considering that software houses have 
craved after such a device for years and the fact that it is a 
British product and would save the country millions from 
piracy, it would be best not to impose such a ban? 

The only conclusion I can reach over this, then, is 
that the government wishes to stop the product (which 
can apparently be used down phone lines) from becoming 
generally available, giving them the ability to keep 
unrestricted tabs on the vast majority of us. 

A recent Horizon programme, which many readers 
will have seen, dealt with exactly this subject and raised 
the question: “‘Given the choice of the government being 
able to listen in to all of us or none of us, which would 
you choose?” 

They decided for none of us. The government itself, 
however, seems 10 think otherwise. 

It is perhaps worth noting the security shindig which 
occurred at the GCHQ — a very sensitive area as far as 
bugging computer communications is concerned. 

‘Now, I don’t pretend for a minute to know how 
much of a threat its trade unions or whatever actually 
are, but the ban on them emphasises the already 
prominent question of what other restrictions Big 
Brother shall impose upon the computer industry in the 
name of National Security. 

Jan Mitchell 
Ponderer of Random Thoughts 
South Shields, Tyne and Wear 

© This space is for you to sound off about the micro scene, to present 
bouquets, to hurl brickbats, or just to share your opinions or 
experiences. Contributions from individuals earn a fee. Send your views 
to Paul Liptrot, Editor, Home Computing Weekly, No.1 Golden 
Square, London WIR 3AB 



two other games are similar. ABC Alphabet display involves 
32K BBC £5.99 presing 2 key 30 thatthe 

Compusoft, 32 Watchyard Lane,  SOlresPonding letter and picture re drawn. rmby, Nr Liv 37 3JU Formby, Nr Liverpool L37 3JU "The instructions give no idea 
what happens if you are wrong. 
Small children may not 
understand. The pictures are 
reasonable but take a long time 
to draw. A child may be more 
patient but I'm sure would soon 
become bored. 

I don’t think many schools 
‘would be willing to spend £6 on a 
game of this quality D.B. 

‘This game is in BASIC and takes 
ages to load. I leave you to 
decide whether it’s worth it. 

“This had better educate me’, 
he thinks, looking at the price. 

1 imagine this program is 
designed for four- to five-year 
olds. The menu gives you the 
choice of games or work. This bit 
must be for the teacher. Any 
child who can read this is too 
bright for the questions. Being instructions 
your usual hardworking type of seereeuly 0% 

person, I opted for the games. STaPhICS 70% 
The letter game involves Yalue for money je 

pressing the letter shown on the 
screen. If you get it right the 
picture is drawn; if you're wrong. 
then you get a'load buzz. The 

se 
ES 

Star Trucker 
(9 +) 48K 
Spectrum 

£7.95 
Argus Press Software, 
Golden Square, Londot 
3AB 

An addictive learning game, al 
competition to win a year's 
magazine subscription and. al 
[Secret Parents’ Page enabling 
‘questions to be reset: what more 
can Computertutor offer? Full 
luse is made of the Spectrum's" 
potential in. this: brainteasing 
game built around general \ 
knowledge questions. 

A star-studded screen has ay 
noisy rocket leaving ‘welcome toy 

Trucker’ behind, followed| 

EEE 

by an invitation to enter a 
‘Christian’ name: wouldn't 
first” name be more multi-| 
cultural? RJ YOn screen isthe view forward, 
ibove digital read-outs of time, 

score, credits, cargo, fuel, field 
jand points. The first task is to 

{MJ manoeuvre through the asteroid| 
5 "belt to refuel at Earth with 100} 
B credits. Credits and force field 

fare topped up from points gained 
by correctly answering general 
knowledge question: m 

‘A hyper-jump leads to. the} 
planet screen, where galactic dust 
guards the’ trading planets. 

Wizard Box 
48K Spectrum 

£6.95 
Scisoft, 5 Minster Gardens, New: 
thorpe, Eastwood, Notts 

‘A wizard program for teachers 
‘and parents who are eager to Remembering what they 
improve children’s spelling and lexchange, you work out a route 

faround the planets to end up vocabulary on an_ individual 
with power gems. Disasters strike basis. For the busy non- 

programmer it is. the ideal 
answer, as it provides all the 
necessary cues to enter up to 10 
sets of 10 words. 

After each test there is a magic 
trick and then the set repeats if 
‘any were wrong, or a new one is 
set. A report card appears with 
name, score and comment, 
which may be printed. Then a 
top hat is shown, from which 
comes ten stars ‘listing those 

Star Trucker newsflash tells the 
TW. 

Kunexpectedly, robbing you off 
field or credits, and_you 

be killed: if so, an offical 

world. 

\ instructions | 
ease of use 
display 
value for money 

kk Kk 

je 

Music (7 +) 
48K Spectrum 

£7.95 
Argus Press Software, No.1 
Golden Square, London WIR 
3AB 

¥ There are two programs on side 
one, Piano Player and 
Composer, and one on side two, 
Musical Quiz. 

Piano Player shows five black 
and seven white keys. The note 
played is depressed on screen 
While shown below, together 
with the octave and’ length of 
note (from 0.05 to 1 second) 
which may both be altered by 
four keys. Pressing z returns us 
to the menu — a useful facility 
Composer allows you to play a 

composed or demonstration 
tune, save, load or compose a 

Start the new term with these 
reviews of the latest in 
educational software 

words spelt wrongly. Up to 45 
names can be accepted — enough 
for a whole class — and up to ten 
sets of scores for each child. 

It is a shame that this first- 
class program should be spoilt by 
the poor instructions in the 
accompanying booklet. Can 
‘anyone tell me how to reach the’ 
French vocabulary or general 
knowledge quiz? That aside, this 
program makes good use of the 
colour, sounds and _ graphics 
capabilities of the Spectrum, 
although they could have devised 
‘a means of of escaping back to 
the menu. TW 

instructions 
ease of use 
display 
value for money 

kk Kk 

% 

sadly 
leducational programmers who 
insist upon producing computer 
packages 
learning better suited to simple 
reaching machines or crammers. 
IThis is such a package. 

The program does not make 

] SE) ADT 
tune. For composition, using up 
to 1000 notes, screen top has five 
staves and notes of rest and note 
number. Nine keys allow choice 
of note, duration, rest or 
correction and playback. 

In Musical Quiz, Clever Clogs 
asks 100 Grade One multiple 
choice questions, which may be 
altered. You start with a choice 
of six tunes, building up note by 
note at screen top with the 
correct answers. Clever Clogs 
smiles or grimaces, correct 
answers are shown and the tune 
plays at the end. TW. 

instructions 850 
case of use 85% 
display 90% 
value for money 90%, 

Ese eezi 

Chemistry 1 
Electron/BBC B 

nd, 204° High St 
Sunderland SRI 1UA 

West, 

there are still_many 

comprising rote 

use ‘of the sophistication 
lable on the BBC and the use 

lof colour is appalling. Green 
Red palm 

no vari 
trees! Poor: 

ion of colour 
sand! 

eAgraphic: 
jin printing; very poor layout; 
poor programming structure and 
lone facility missing from 
this package, vital to non: 
programmers, is a simple method 
lof changing data, Neither is there 
lany protection against young 
fingers hitting escape or break. 

‘The program has adequate but 
poorly laid out screen 
Instructions and a total of 100) 
[questions contained in fou 
blocks of data. There is a choice 
‘of revision or three types of test 
jon typical ‘O” level chemistry 
lexam questions, Answers to 
wrongly answered questions are 
displayed at the end of each test 
land an irrelevant picture is then 
displayed showing how close the 
luser came to collecting a 
lcoconut. 

‘A. very unimaginative and. 
tedious program suited to 
someone desperate to learn 
limited facts as quickly as 
possible. 

instructions 60% 
playability 80% 
‘graphics 20% 
value for money 20% 
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Use your skill and judgement 
and play like the. professionals... 

a truly amazing version of 
the game of POOL... 
Spectrum I6K/48K 

£599 



Compiled with the assistan: 
Pinnacle, SDL, 

De 
‘Jet Set Willy 
‘2chequered

 
Flag 

Suunar Jetman 
aaticatac 
SScuba Oh 
Batic Atac 
4piue Thunder 

64: ‘Beanstock 
7scape from 
kravatoa 

‘moon Alert 
9 codename MAT 
10The Guardian 

Projects (1) 
Psion (9) 
ueimate 7) 
Uitimate (3) 
Durrell 6) 
vitimate 6 
Richard wlicox(-) 

nia) 
Thor 
Abbex 
Ocean) 
Micromega (5) 
PSs (a) 

Compiled by W. H. Smith and Websters. Figures in brackets are last week's positions. 

ack Hawk 
‘4Space Snuttie 
sPedro 
6Space Pilot 
7siurpy 
Mr Wimoy 
9Transywvanian 

101t's onty Rock Roll 
intro to Basic 
9Faicon Patrol 
TORevenge of the Mutant camels 

software Projects) 
Thorn EMI (a) 
Microdeal (6) 
Imagine © 
Anirog 
Thorn EMIS) 
Ocean (3) 
Ricnara Shepnerd 
Kel) 
Commodore 
Virgin 
Luamasoft 

terary Kong. 
2Sub Commander 
SMLBATET. 
Tank Commander 

| Suet Pac 
6 Tower of Evil 
7snooker 
7Tiny Tutor 
Scridrunner 
40Mine Madness 

Inter 
Micro. 
Thorn EMI (2) 
Uamasoft 
Thorn EMI (3) 
Uieimate (10) 
Thorn EMI (a) 
Visions 
Marketing Micro 
Uamasoft 7) 
Thorn EMIS) 

1737 Sirmutator 
20Man 
schess 
40 Man's Brother 

7Demolator 
Bolamona Mine 
9Tank Attack 

100e.Wno 1st Raventure 
r0cBitd 

Salamander (0 
RM (2) 
0c) 
MRO (3) 
Precision 
mi 
MRM(a) 
visions (1) 
aR 16) 

ee 
simon Hessel (8) 

chuckle eo9 
2pedro 
3ugh! 
4xrlegsplet 
sHungry Horace 
6skramble 
7Space shuttle 
Simulator 

yoCuthbert In the 
Jungle 

krazy Kong 
2Skramble 
Suothership 
achess 
5space Ralders 
Asteroids 
7Flight Simulation 
abefenders 
9Football Manager 

roinvaders 

ce of Britain’s leading software distributors, 

PCE, Websters, PCS and Software Centre. 

Aura 
imagine (7) 
Softek a) 
Beyond 5) 
Melbourne House (3) 
Microdeat 
‘Microdeal 
Peaksoft 10h 
Beyond (8) 
Microdeal () 

Psst) 
uicksiivas) 
Sinctalr (S) 
Sinctalr(2) 
sinctalr(@) 
Quickstiva 10). 
sinclair (6) 
Quicksiiva (8) 



Presents 
The Greatest Challenge Ever To Face Man And Machine 

FIVE MILLION BARBARIANS 
AN ARMY OR TWO OF 
PERSIANS I 



COMMODORE 64 PROGRAMMING __ 
Most 64 owners will be aware 
how powerful the graphics 
capabilities of the machine are, 
There are several packages on 
the market for extending 
BASIC to use these capabilities 
and, in fact, David Rees 
described a ‘do-it-yourself 
package in recent issues of 
Home Computing Weekly 

Most packages, David Rees’ 
version included, have the 
disadvantage that although they 
offer a full range of facilities, 
they also tend to steal a large 
hunk of RAM. If you only want 
‘one or two bits of the package, 
they may prove impracticable. 

In this article I shall describe 
some routines which, although 
they may be included in David's 
package, can be used on their 
‘own with a minimal overhead in 
RAM. The routines are all 
aimed at the use of graphics. 

There seems to be a lot of 
werted snobbery concerning 
gh-resolution graphics. 

Whilst their use is ideal for 
graph plotting routines, they 
tend to be RAM hungry, often 
slow and do have some 
limitations. For example, can 
you create an animated drawing 
of a river using high-resolution 
graphics? It’s easy using 
redefined characters! These 
routines will offer easy 
alternatives to hi-res. Whilst ail 
routines operate independently, 
they can be used together. 

The first routine gives pseudo 
teletext capabilities by enabling 
you to plot points and draw 
lines to. a 80 by SO resolution. 
Two simple commands are 
available: 

To. set or clear a point: SYS 
49152,X,¥,Colour,Type. Type 
= 1 to set the point, type = 0 
to clear the point. 

To draw a line: SYS 49155,X1, 
Y1,X2,¥2,Colour, Type 
‘Type 
1 draw line 
0 erase line 

These routines assume that 
the screen memory is in 
normal place. They will not 
work if you move the screen. 
For fast drawing, it is best to 
use the routines directly from 
machine code. For machine 
code hacks, I'll give details of 
the entry points later. 

Listing 1 gives a BASIC 
loader for these routines. Demo 
1 shows how they work. 

Most computers have the 
option for user defined 
characters. The 64 is no 
exception and, true to form, 
there is no command for 
creating them. The next set of 
routines fill this gap. 

The first problem is where to 
put the new characters. To 

Great 
graphics 

which don't 
steal too 
much of 
your RAM 

Listing 1 — medium resolution plot 

maintain compatability with the 
plotting routines we are 
compelled to keep the screen in 
its normal place. To minimise 
loss of RAM, the new 
characters are put in a block 
from 2048 to 4095. To protect 
this area, we must shunt the 
start of BASIC up to 4096. 
There are two ways of doing 
this. First type in as a direct 
command the line: 

POKE 44,16: POKE 256*16, 
NEW 

As an alternative, a routine in 
this package can be used to do 
the job. Both of these methods 
will destroy any BASIC 
program in memory, so it is 
wise to do this job first. The call 
to protect the graphics is: 

SYS 49926,X. 

If X has any value other than 
255, the bottom of BASIC is 
simply raised. A value of 255 
will auto load the next program 
on tape giving a means of 
booting .a sequence of 
programs. The remainder of the 
commands are: 

1 SYS 49920,SET 
SET = 0 gives upper case. 
SET = | gives lower case. 

This routine switches in the 
new set and copies the specified 
characters from RAM to the 
new set. So that you know that 
all is well, a message is given 
when this command has 
finished, If you don’t want the 
message to appear, e.g. in the 
middle of a program, poke 
location 1000 with 255. 

2 SYS 49923. (N},B1,B2,B3, 
B4,B5,B6,B7,B8 

This defines the shape of 
character N. The square 
‘brackets are used so that you 
can easily see which character is 
involved. The eight parameters 
specify the shape of the 
character. 

3 SYS 49929. enable user 
defined set. 

SYS _49932.. disable user 
defined set. 

These are simple switches to 
enable you to use text oF 
redefined characters as 
required. 

Listing 2 gives a “BASIC 
loader for these routines. Try 
demo 2 to see what can be 
achieved with redefined 
characters. Look at Jeff 
Minter’s Matrix or COSMI’s 
Aztec Challenge to see what can 
be done with some cunning 
tricks, 

The next block of routine, 
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Listing 3, is of more limited 
value but can be linked with the 
plotting routines to produce 
billboard type displays. The 
routine draws a large character 
at a specified position on the 
sereen. The characters 
generated are macros built up 
from the standard CBM 
characters and are four 
characters high and four 
characters wide. Any of the 
numbers or alphabet are 
available, The routine is called 
with: 

SYS 50432,X,Y,CH,COLOUR 

where Y is the row where the 
top left hand corner of the 
character starts (0-24); X is the 
column where the character 
starts (0-39); CH is the ASCII 
value of the character (eg CH = 
ASC(“A")); COLOUR is the 
colour of the character, 

‘The final set of routines give 
a full range of scroll and roll 
routines, The scroll routines 
move the screen one character 
in the required direction and 
put a blank line at the other end 
of the screen. Roll moves the 
screen contents and puts the 
lost line at the other end of the 
sereen (similar to a continuous 
conveyor belt). Both the screen 
and ‘colour memories are 
scrolled so that the appearance 
of the screen is preserved. 

The routines are called by: 

Listing 3 — large 4 x 4 characters 

22 RE 
52 Ree 
82 dataoz. 283,176, 92.138 173,92, 267, 199-4 

3 

146, 64,29, 18.191 Listing 5 — seroll/roll left and right 

scroll down SYS 52742 
roll down SYS 51826 
scroll left SYS 52123 
roll left SYS 52182 
scroll right SYS 51992 
roll right SYS 52049 

The contents of location 901 
specifies the number of rows 
scrolled or rolled to the left or 
right. It has no effect on the 
scroll and roll down. Listings 4 
and 5 load these routines. The 
listings can be used 
independently. Demo 4 
incorporates. many of these 
routines to show what is 
possible. 
Machine code aspects of low- 

res plot: The interfacing of the 
plotting routines to your own 
machine code routines is a 
simple matter: 

Point plot: 
X in location 900 
Y in location 901 
Colour in 786 
Point type in 906 
Entry point $C006 

Line plot: 
X1 in 902 
Y1 in 903 
‘X2 in 904 
Y2 in 905 
Colour in 786 
Line type in 907 
Entry Point $COD1 
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Why use a big graphics 
et bet when you're only 

going to use parts of it? 
These routines, by 

HCW regular Allen Webb, are 
fast memory-efficient 

alternatives 



COMMODORE 64 PROGRAMMING 

Demonstration 1 — low resolution plotting 

Demonstration 3 — use of 4 x 4 characters 

Demonstration 2 — user-defined characters 

Demonstration 4 — scrolls and rolls 
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Cosmic Kidnap 
32K BBC £7.95 

Superior Software, Regent 
House, Skinner Lane, Leeds LS7 
TAX 

‘This is a complicated take-off of 
‘one of the oldest arcade games, 
Space ‘Invaders, The lower 
section of the screen remains the 
same, but the marching intruders 
have been scrapped to be 

by funny blue things 
‘The mother ship has 

stayed, but there are now three 
alien captives in the middle of the 
screen, surrounded by a tough 
red wall 

Itis your job as the Autoguard 
to stop the cronies dismantling 
the wall and so rescuing your 
Prisoners. 

You ean lose one of your three 

Galax Attax 
Dragon £12.95 
Dragon Data, Kenfig Industrial 
Estate, Margam, Port Talbot, 
West Glam SA13 2PE 

JA machine code arcade game 
which to my mind closely 
resembles Space Invaders 

fi! The enemy space craft 
progress in formation from the 
top of the screen dropping \ 
bombs as they go. If you do not 
shoot them first they can lea 
the formation to attack you.* 
Movement to left and. right is 
controlled by the joystick and the 
fire button shoots the missile 
There is nowhere to hide on ti 
screen, You must keep on! 
shooting and running until all 
your lives are lost. 

‘The aliens come 
variet 

in_ three 

Bonus points are awarded if a 
formation is completely| 
destroyed. Another wave then 
appears. An extra ship is gained 
for every six convoys destroyed. 

‘The screen display is adeq 
if unexciting. One of the aliens 
looks to me like a flying bowtie. 
The game loaded without any 
problems. The packaging 
elaborate and 
instructions come 
bookl 

A reasonable game of Space| 
Invaders but I have seen m 

}interesting versions. 

concise 
in a small! 

instructions 
playability 
jerap! 
value for money 

ceed 

The score for each 
doubled if you can hit it once it 
has left the formation, 

x 

lives by. being hit by one of the 
bombs dropped from above, or 
if a prisoner is freed by a crony. 

The normal left, right and fire 
controls are used and as soon as 
you have blasted all the cronies 
from one screen you immediately 
move fo the next. From the third 
screen onwards you are often 
contronted with a menacing 
‘creature called the bug. He must 
be hit in a specific place and is 
worth 10 times more points than 
the cronies 

A definite must for all ‘shoot 
"em out of the sky’ fans. M.B. 

Dragon Attack 
~ Sord M5 £19.95 

‘Computer’ Games, CGL House, 
Goldings Hill, Loughton, Essex 
IG10 2RR 

In this game you are a fighter 
robot and you must move right 
or left. and fire missiles at 
dragons or UFOs. If you are hit 
by fire from the dragon, or if the 
dragon moves to the base of the 
screen you are knocked out. You 
can hide below shelters which 
gradually crumble under the fire 

instructions of the dragons. 
playability All this may sound strangely 
graphics familiar, and so it should 

Dragon ‘Attack is a souped-up version of the now out-dated 
game of Space Invaders. 
Dragons, not invaders, descend 

value for money 

Blow up 
tanks, shoot 

down 
aliens! 

Old favourites are adapted, 
with new modifications. See 
what our bap oy reviewers 

in 

the command headquarters, 
which incidentally is represented 
asa flower, you go on to the next 
screen to do the whole thing all 
over again 
Your tank is a simple| 

character, not a_ sprite, 
resembling a tank and the enemy 
tanks are just the same apart 
from their colour. Sound isn’t 
very exciting either. There are| 
some nice touches to this game, 
such as different street patterns 
for successive screens, realistic 
explosions, two players option| 
and nice tunes, but at £23.9: 
honestly can't recommend it 

Tank 
Battalion 

Sord M5 £23.95 
Computer Games, CGL House, 
Golding Hill, Loughton, Essex 
IG10 2RR 

This is a game in which you 
control a tank in the middle of a 
battlefield. Enemy tanks slowly 
advance towards their goal — 
command headquarters. Your 
job is to defend by destroying the 
enemy tanks as they approach, 
and So goes the accompanying 
informative instruction booklet. 
Sounds exciting, doesn’t it? a 

Weil, I’m afraid that Tank instructions 90% 
Battalion is nowhere near as playability 608 
exciting as it sounds. Basically, sfaphics 408 

Ke pot shots at the enemy  YalUe for money 40% you 
tanks as they ramble around the 
screen and if you manage to 
destroy 20 before they blow up 
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in centipede fashion. One 
modification is that if a dragon is hit in the head, it will be completely knocked out; however, if itis hit in the torso, 
the torso disappears and the 
dragon divides into two. Tactics 
are therefore necessary 

Graphics and animation are 
‘adequate and the sound is good. However this type of game is now totally out of date, and I 
can’t see people flocking to buy 
this. s 
instructions 
playabili 
value for money 

Johnny Reb 
Dragon 32/ 

Tandy Colour 
£6.95 

From the makers of specialist 
Battle. Games comes. this| 
simulation of the American civil 
war. There are two yersions on Jone tape, one for the Dragon and 
the other for its near cousin the CoCo. 

The game is one of strategy Jand there are many options for 
Jyou to ponder over. The first is 
quite easy: do you wish to play the computer or another human 
being? After that they become 
more difficult. 

You can set the game to a fixed 
number of moves: this means PY that games need not take too long and you have a result at the Jend. Then you must choose the size and composition of your 
army for the battle. 

The battlefield is made up of different vegetation and a river 
with each unit. Any units which 
touch are in ‘conflict and the 
Jcomputer decides the outcome. ‘The game is visually good 
very clear, as are the movemen 
routines. I cannot judge how 
accurate the tactical adjustments 
are but I have enjoyed playing 
the game and will do. so 
again. DC. 
instructions 
playability 
{graphics 
value for money 
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JOYSTICKS 
PRC RUN =Z587 
INTERFACES 

Programmable Interface Interface Il 
Hardware programmed, this interface attains 
Joystick or Trackball compatibility with ALL 
Spectrum or 2X81 software. 
Without internal memories or tapes to load the 
direct addressing mode offers the fastest com 
puter response to controller movement with 
programming being retained when the power is 
off. 
Eight directional capability is automatically 
achieved by just setting up, down, left and right. 

The hardware approach is totally compatible 
with all key reading techniques unlike memory 
programmed devices 
Supplied with Quick Reference Cards, to speed 
Up setting to your favourite games, demon: 
stration cassette and twelve months guarantee. 

Now is your chance to enter the growing world of instant 
loading games. 
All ROM Cartridge software can be keyboard controlled so a 
joystick is not essential 
Only high quality programs are available on ROM and soon a 
whole new range is to be launched by Parker Games exclusively 
(on cartridge, for the Spectrum. 
RomSlot’s unique ‘Game Restart’ will restart the game at any 
time during play. When no game cartridge is in use this becomes 
a useful computer reset facility from crashes or conventional 
machine code programs. 

RomSiot is fully compatible with all other add-ons via a rear 
‘connector and is cased and fully guaranteed for twelve months. 

only 11.95 ; lus 50p post & packing 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
EXPORT PRICES ON APPLICATION, 



uuers Letters Letters Letters Le 
ars Letters Letters Letters Lett 

into the 64 or VIC with | dore UK by writing to them ‘Spent on useless programs. 
Dragon: the power turned on. A | with CONSTRUCTIVE Your reviews have never let 
—- weeerem | blown fuse, or worse, a | criticisms. me down yet. And thanks 
praise and damaged chip will ricci: games are for the competitions: | won 

result all my hardware has been @ couple of programs 
blame 2. When’ removing. the | purchased from a one-man jgreat2 ss Fa 

Rares . aerial/video lead, grip | business and was all very Liz Tomlinson, Havant, 
I have: recently bought a | the plug, not the cable. | carefully tested prior t0 | 1 read in HCW $7 about | Hants Dragon 32 anid-would like | | Do. not obstruct. the | delivery. Many thanks to | Mastertronic selling games 
Brerrces sah ie," | natural ventilation of | Hemmings Electronics for £1.99. Sui vic-20 ROM | 

x Firstly, 1 ‘would like to the computer with Keep up the good work I have purchased two of 
rs Ndi covers etc whilst in use. | with the magazine. these games for the 

capress my appreciation t@ | 4 5" noi connect non- | M. P.. Sheppard, Letch- | Commodore 64. (BMX 
‘approved devices, or | worth, Herts Racers and Moon Walk) for | 1 would like to inform their games, which appear- 

ed faulty. 1 rate. to them port 
about it and promptly sb fecsived’'a replacement, | $ Cutoff ihe braided lead 
This was even without my : 
‘sending ‘the tape back. 1 | © Clean the tape head 

tamper with the user £1.99. owners of the VIC-20 of an 
These games are of a | interesting error message in 

[a aeons wi a & the kernal ROM (the VIC's 
‘ames are uy more I would be | operating system), which I 9 a prepared to pay £4.99 for | discovered while disassem- 

very much appreciate this reswlarly wi oe them, I think this should | bling the LOAD and SAVE 
Ind Twit Certainly buy | ,Pfoprietary cleaner catch on. 1 bought these | routines on my unexpanded 
‘more of their products, A problem does appear | We were surprised to read | games in a video rental | VIC. 

My. second experience | 0 exist on the latest model | the comments from Mr J | shop. 1 found that bytes 61812 
was with Dragon Data, My | OF C2N cassette unit, inthat | Minter on the subject of | Mark Thornton, Luton, | (Hex: F174) to 61920 

{ |.computer seemed to be | the Azmiuth setting has | lower priced quality | Beds contain the ASCII values of 
faulty. de is. only. three: n found to be wrong. software, which he seems to cach letter of some 1/0 

f monihs-old, so | wrote to |, AfY approved Commo- | think is impossible. messages such as “PRESS 
them ‘explaining what was | dore dealer should be | Has he never heard of RECORD & PLAY ON 
happening with it. 1 | Squipped to deal with this. | supermarkets? The general TAPE"’, ‘*FOUND"', 
received a short letter back, | TRe main point your | opinion, when they first | Pgt+ [oda lig “VERIFYING”, etc. There 

readers would do well to | appeared, was that they is also a string ‘containing 
remember is that many | could not trade at a profit. | Please give our club a | the message "I/O ERROR” 
retailers are_merely ‘box | Bulk purchasing has now | mention in HCW. The | ‘his Parte, rieseagela ne: 

jon of | shifters’ and are not able or | become a recognised form | Roche Computer, Club | mentioned in the manual 
guarantee or” any other | Willing to give the sort of | of cost cutting, and at this Roch = bid Co-op Rooms, Also of interest is the 

| help. U had also thought of | Nelp. @ traditional dealer | time the only’ high street | Roche, owe on | capital letter at the 
upgrading to. the Dragon’ | 8: Asthey say, “you pays | vendors making good | Mondays and fridys. | beginning of each message. 
G4, but think is aeheek | Your money and you takes | profits are those which | Stating, at Ypm. Member | This short program 

4, for them to only offer me | Your choi practise bulk buying wisely. | ship.'s £1-20 per year. trates the above facts: 
£80 inexchange for athree- |, the event of any | ‘The principal behind low | AG. Richards, secretary, 
month-old machine which | difficulty, we can help with | cost computer games is to 4 Cone 10 POKE36869,242:REM 
cost over £150. both replacement aerial/ | sell as many as possible. switch to lower case 
Tam now. seriously | video leads or cassette deck | This is achieved by reducing 

‘| considering switching to | Alignment if your readers | prices so as to. increase 20 FOR A=61812 TO 
another make. A software | contact us direct. demand and reduce the 61920 a a a EA eR micros, too | 

be so efficient and | Audio, S4 Buck's Rd, | ail, who will buy a pirate 30 :PRINTCHRS (PEEK 

take it there, No men 

concerned, so why can’t the | Douglas, Isle of Man version of a game when an | On the rare occasions when A); 
computer manufacturer? > authentic copy can be | we see a letter from a 
aces Help with purchased from the local | woman in your magazine, | 40 NEXTA 

. > | consider themselves large hewsagents at just £1.99? | why is it that they all seem 
enough not to care. r Will ibe worth the risk of | to say: ‘I wasn't interested | Arun Kundnani, London 
‘A. Wood, Castle Bytham, CBM 64 2 prosecution for such a low | in computers until my | N21 

Lines Lam writing in reply to the | return? hhusband/son had one, now 
ss letter from K. J. Morrison We have written two | I use it when they'll i 

(HCW $7) concerning | games for Mastertronic | me/when they're out/when 
Help with Commodore reliability. 1 | which did indeed take three | I've nothing better, like the 

, mam have _now owned both a | months to complete and we | housework, to do.” 
CaM 64 1 VIC-20 (for 18 months) and | think they are at least as | | Are there no women out 

a 64 (which is now | good, if not better, from a | there who have their own 
45/1 read with interest and | {6.months-old) and have | technical point of view than | computers? I have my own 
||] somes.concern about the | had no trouble at all with | anything we have seen from | Spectrum and spend hours 

© difficulties experienced by | computer, cassette, disc | the overrated Mr Minter. | on it, both, programming 
your readers with CBM 64s. | drive, printer or connecting If he cannot make a | and playing games, 

+] I believe that the problem | Cables. have also been able | living from. selling his | especially adventures, It 
lies with the readers’ choice | to elicit helpful and | product (or more likely | isn’t my only pastime, but it 
of supplier and not with the |. constructive replies to | can't make the fortune he | is definitely one of my 

2) computer itself. We have |' queries from Commodore | thinks is his right), then | favourites. 
found the Commodore | UK may we suggest that he | In case anyone is 
tachines to be well made | ~ The book supplied with | joins “his beloved Meta- | wondering, I'm not a young 

_ ‘| and reliable, and we have | the 64 is only intended as an | galactic Llamas at the End | layabout "with nothing 
4] only encountered minor | operator's guide and, if | of Time, beiter to do. I'm approach- 

problems. detailed programming We, however, only | ing 40, with two teenage 
1 find it, almost | information is required, | require a reasonable return | daughters and a full-time 

unbelievable that some | | would suggest an | on our ‘labours. It is | job, and I run a Guide 
dealers will change a faulty | jnvestment is made in the | therefore up to the | company in my spare time. 

when a blown | Programmers Reference | computer owner to decide | I'm the only one in my 
the: problem, a | Guide which is £9.95 and | whether he wishes to buy | family who is interested, 

| common fault on the 643.4 | very good value for money. | MrMintera Rolls Royce or | though my daughters 
little advice and some | However it is still only a | usa Mini. occasionally use the 
,gommon sense is all that is | start on a very long road! We would like to point | computer. 
fequired. Perhaps the | All purchasers of equip- | out that the opinions | _ In conclusion, thank you 
following points will assist: | ment must remember that | expressed above are our | for an interesting magazine, 

; 1 Never plug in or unplug | they can help the quality | own and may not be those | particularly the reviews. 
, the cassette unit, | control of software and | of Mastertronic. They save me a fortune, 

interface or cartridge | hardware from Commo- | 1. Goodman and M. Ellis | which might otherwise be 
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Bongo 
Enjoy the hilarious antics of the comical 

mouse as he collects the lost diamonds. He 

climbs ladders, slides down chutes, use transporter 

and trampolines to jump across the divide. Multi screen 

game with three levels of difficulty. 

Commodore 64 £7.95 Vic 20 £7.95 Spectrum £5.50 

Space Pilot Flight Path 

Realise your dreams of being king of the open skies 737 
Fly your aircraft into unrelenting dog fights with An advanced Pilot Trainer. 

‘enemy fighters. Prove how well you can handle your craft. Written by a flight simulator 

Five stages of tough engagements. instructor and pilot. Panoramic 
Pilot's eye view. ommodor rum 

pomimanene 8A La De eerie ee Commodore 64 £7.95 — Vic 20 £7.95 

Also available on Disk at £9.95 
TRADE ENQUIRIES: ANIROG SOFTWARE LTD. 29 WEST HILL DARTFORD KENT (0322) 92513/8 

MAIL ORDER. 8 HIGH STREET HORLEY SURREY 24 HOUR CREDIT CARD SALES HORLEY (02934) 6083 
PAYMENT BY CHEQUE P.O. ACCESS VISA 50p POSTAGE & PACKAGING: £2.00 OVERSE: 



In this fairly short program you 
can play the notes within a 
given octave using the letters as 
shown on the screen. 

As a tune is played the music 
is stored in the array X(X) and 
you can play it back later by 
pressing Y, 

These ar 
entering musi 

the keys for 

SD GHJ 
ZXCVBNM 

And these are the operational 
keys: 

Q _ alters the octave (0-6), 
followed by 1 to lower or 2 
to increase. Space bar 
returns you to entering 
music 

W change the length of the 
note, followed by 1 to 
shorten duration or 2 to 
lengthen it. Space bar 
returns you to the menu 
ends the program 

allows you to alter the 
envelope shape, 1 to lower 
and 2 to increase the number 

T alters the envelope period, 
again followed by 1 to 
shorten and 2 to increase 

ET) 

I have tried to keep the 
program fairly short and in 
order to do so I have only used 
one of the four available sound 
channels, 

In addition, you can only 
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Make your 
micro make 

REM ** SYNTHESISER ** 
REM ** A PROGRAM FOR THE ORIC 1 
MACHINES ** 
REM ** WITHOUT ALTERATIONS ** 
REM 
REM ** S.W. LUCAS ** 

10 TEXT: GRAB: PAPER7: INK4 
12 PRINTCHR#(46):REM TURN OFF KEY CLICK 
13 PRINTCHR#(17):REM TURN OFF CURSOR 
15 DIMX(100@):REM USED TO STORE MUSIC - MAKE LARGER IF 
YOU HAVE 48K 
17 CLS 
20 GOSUB1@@0:REM SET SCREEN DISPLAY 

=5:E=200: Y=1 
3@ GOSUB2000:REM GET NOTE AND PLAY IT! 
40 IFA#="0"THENGOSUBSQ@Q: GOT REM CHANGE OCTAVE 

"W" THENGOSUB4@0@: GOTOS@: REM CHANGE DURATION 
"E"THENCLS:PLOT1@,15,"THANK YOU FOR PLAYING 

RINTCHR# (5) CHR# (17) : END 

—-WORKS IN 14K AND 4 

UPUWANS 

7@ IFA="R" THENGOSUBS@QO: GOTOSO:REM CHANGE ENVELOPE 
80 IFAt="T"THENGOSUB6920: GOTO3O 
92 IFA#="Y"THENGOSUB1@000:GOTOS@:REM REPLAY MUSIC 
999 END 
1900 FORX=20T025:PLOTO,X,17:PLOT1,X,7:PLOT38,X,23:NEXT 
1010 PLOTS,24,"Z x & v B N mM" 
1020 PLOTS,22,"S D 6 H a 
1030 PLOT14,16,"KEYS USED" 
1040 PLOTS,19,"C D E F 6 A BY 
1050 PLOT12,18,"for the notes: 
1055 PLOT1,14,1:PLOT2,14, S. W. Lucas" 
1969 FORX=1TO2 
synth": NEXT 
150 RETURN 

PLOTIQ,X,X*2:PLOTI1,X,1 LOT12,X, "Mini 

2000 KEYS": PLOT25,5,"Q= octave":PLOT25,6," 
note 

2001 PLOT25,7,"E= end program":PLOT25,8,"R= envelope" 
2002 PLOT25,9,"T= period" 
2003 PLOT23,12, replay music" 
2004 REPEAT 
2005 A= 
2030 GETA$:REM SET VALUE OF A FOR NOTE BEING PLAYED 
2040 IFA$="Z"THENA=1 ELSEIFAS="X"THENA=3 ELSEIFA: 

HENA=S 
2050 IFA$="V"THENA=6 ELSEIFAS="B"THENA=8 ELSEIFAS 

HENA=10 
2060 IFAS= M" THENA=12 



2070 IFAS: 

IFAt="H"THENA=9 ELSEIFA: "THENA=1 
IFA S@THENMUSIC1 ,C,A,@:PLAYS,2, 
Y=Y+1:REM INCREMENT NOTE 
X(Y)=A:REM ADD NOTE TO SAVED MUSIC 
WAITER 
PLAY®,2,0,0 
UNTILAS="G"ORAS="W"ORAS= ORAT="R"ORAF= 

RETURN 
PLO ie! LOT25, 

PLOT25,7," 
PLOT25,9," s 

PLOT1@,4, "CHANGE OCTAVE" 
PLOTIO,5 higher=2" 
PLOT?,6,"press <space bar> when ready” 
REPEAT 

IEF SIFF$="2" THENC=C+1 
IFC<=@ THENC=0 
IFC>+6 THENC=6 :REM C=OCTAVE NUMBE 
PLOT10,8, "OCTAVE No;— 
PLOT20,8,STR#(C) 
UNTILFS="_" 
PLOT12,4," 
PLOT10,5," 
PLOT9,4, 
PLOT9,8," 

312@ RETURN 
4000 PLOTSO,4 z 5 
4001 PLOT25,7," "OF 

PLOT25,9," “ 
4009 PLOTIO, ¢ 
40i@ PLOTIQ, 
4020 PLOTS 
4925 REPEA 
4@q@ IFFE="1" 
4050 IFB<=@ THENB=0 
4060 IFB>70 THENE=7 
4965 PLOTIQ,8, "DURATION: 
4Q66 F 
4072 
4080 

"THENA=2 ELSEIFAS="D"THENA=4 ELSEIFAS How it works 
10 sets colours of screen and 

text mode: GRAB allows the 
program to use the hi-res 
screen memory area. 

12-13 turn off key click and 
cursor 

15 DIMensions array X — used. 
to store musical notes 

20 calls screen display sub- 
routine (ines 1000-1500) 

25 sets default values of vari- 
ables 

30 _ calls subroutine at 2000- 
2510 which is the main 
routine for entering music 

40 calls octave change sub- 
routine, lines 3000-3120 

50 calls’ note duration sub- 
routine, lines 4000-4120 

60 ends ‘program when E is 
entered 

70 calls envelope change routine, 
lines $000-5210 

80 calls routine to alter the 
envelope rise/decay times, 
lines 6000-6800 

90 calls the REPLAY sub- 
routine lines 10000-10060 

1000-4100. subroutines called by 
lines above 

store 1,000 notes in array X 
before an error occurs. This is 
to make it compatible with the 
16K Oric. If you want to write 
longer pieces you must increase 
the DIM statement in line 15. 

Main variabl 
X(X)_ musical notes written 
SS key pressed 
A note 
B duration of WAIT command 
€ octave | 
D envelope mode 
E_ envelope period 
Y number of notes in array 

Note: Use the space bar, or any 
other key, for a pause. I would 
recommend that you write the 
music and then alter the 
envelopes to investigate the 
different effects. 
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NATIONWIDE SHOPS & DEALERS 

BEDFORDSHIRE 

SOFTWARE CENTRE 

BBC * COMMODORE 64 
;CTRUM * DRAGON 32 

Extensive range of software 
hardware books always in stock, 

ESTUARY SOFTWARE PRODUCTS. 
261 Victoria Avenue, Southend, 

Essox. Tol: 0702 43568. 

ADVERTISE 
IN OUR 

NATIONWIDE 
GUIDE AND SEE 
YOUR BUSINESS 

nes, Tel: (0524 ‘OPEN DAYS 

DO YOU WA 
BENEFIT FOR 

YOUR RE 
BUS! 

;- COMPUTER VID 
The leading computer 

software shop. 
Mail order or personal 

callers welcome. 
GAMES Foe SPECTRUM. cola 6a, 

0 etc FROM £19 
Many special offers on all 
software and hardware. 
SAE. for catalogue & 

details to: 
278A WRIGHTMAN ROAD 

HORNSEY NB 
TEL 340-4074 

READ OUR 
DEALE! 

DIRECTORY AND 
FIND OUT THE 
LOCATION OF 
YOUR NEARE: 
COMPUTER 
SPECIALIST. 

NT MAXIMUM 
YOUR MONEY? 

— THEN USE OUR SHOPS AND 
DEALERS GUIDE TO ADVERTISE 

AIL/MAIL ORDER 
INESS. 

PROBLEMS WITH 
YOUR MACHINE? 

SCAN OUR 
SERVICE/REPAIR 

SECTIONS. 

RAINBOW 
COMPUTER CENTRE 

bbc, COM 64, VIC2, 
ECTRUM, DRAGON, 
ELECTRON, ZX81 

VICTORIA ROAD, YEOVIL, SOMERSET 
TEL: 0935 26678 

wT 
= PHOENIX & 
= SOFT! WARE % 

CENTRE 

STAFFS 

24 The Parade 
Silverdale, Newcastle 

Tel: 0782 636911 

48K SPECTRUM £129.95 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT 

PREFERRED CLASSIFICATION 

1 Golden S 
Tel: 01-437 06 
Name 

Please in 
my advert in Home Computing Weekly for 
je number of insertions required. 

weeks. 

Advertise nationally for only 35p per word 
(minimum charge 15 words). 
Simply print your message in the coupon and 
send with your cheque or postal order made 
payable to Argus Specialist Publications Ltd to: 

CLASSIFIED DEPT.. HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY, 
London WIR 3AB 
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Lineage: 
35p per word 

All advertisen 

AUSTRALIAN 
IMPORTS 

SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS 
SELL IN 4 

TO OVER 350 RETAILERS 
COMPUTERPLAY is Aust 
fastest growing, reputable s 
distributor secking to impo 
reproduce under licence. Contact 

mputerplay 
Box 69, Glen Waverley, Victoria 

3150, Australia 
Tel: Melbou 

Telex: A306; 
ne 5611078, 
Aun, ME 268. 

COMPUTER 
CABINETS 

A range of 
cabinets and 
housing units 

especially 
designed for your 
home computer 
system. Keep it 

dust free, tidy and 
secure. 

Send S.A.E. for 
colour brochure 

MARCOL CABINETS 

PO BOX 69, SOUTHAMPTON 
Tek: 0703 731188 

SS = 

Semi display: £7.10 per single column centimetre 

Ring for information on series bookings discounts. 

ints in this section must be prepaid 
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and 
conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request), 

1/0 for your Spectrum 4 port 64 bit 
for £49.95. Please send S.A.E. for 
details to Future Electronic Services 
$5 Eastcote Avenue, South Harrow 

BOOKS & 
PUBLICATIONS 

Popping, Break dancing. Tea 
yourself. Loose stamp for details 
Dance Publications, 136 Monkhill 
Lane, Pontefract WF8 IRT 

HOLIDAY COURSES. 
FOR CHILDREN 

— Now Booking! 
£46 for 5 mornings. 

Adult Courses as usual 
Ring: COMPUTER WORKSHOP 

on 01-318 5488 
4 Lee High Road Dept Hew), 
Lewisham, London SE13 SLO 

Software exchange. Swap your used 
software. £1.00 per exchange 
Spectrum/Dragon only. S.A.E 
please — UKSEC (HCW), 15 
Tunwell Greave Sheffield SS 9GB. 
Part exchange your unwanted soft 
ware for new titles at half price 
S.A.E, for details. NCC, 12 York 
Close, Barton, Beds MK4S 4QB. 

UNIT 
ONLY 

ALL SINCLAIR USERS 
LOOK THIS WAY 
PUT AWAY ALL 
THOSE UNTIDY WIRES 

With this amazing new unit designed by a Spectrum user. Put on a chair. floor, on your lap. Move it all in one 
UNIVERSAL UNIT ACCEPTS MOST MACHINES. 

}0. OUR LATEST NEW 
end for details to: WARSOP 

E. R. Cameron & Son Lid. Est. 1870 NR. MANSFIELD, 
H/O 9 The Vineries, Enfield, Middx. ENI 9DQ NOTTS. 

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY CLASSIFIED 

01-437 0699 
EXT 341. 

Hire a computer from ZX81 up: 
wards for a week or a year. We 
buy and sell second-hand com 
puters, magazines and books 
Business & Computer Services, 
294a, Caledonian Road, London NI 
IBA. Tel: 01-607 0157, 

COMMODORE 64 
Software library 

2 weeks hire £1. Annual 
membership £5. Stamp for 
list. Les Wilson, (C) 100 
Blenheim Walk, Corby, 
Northants. 

Oric Software Library. Two weeks 
hire £1. Annual Membership £5. 
Stamp for list. Les Wilson, 100 
Blenheim Walk, Corby, Northants. 

KENILWORTH SFT WARE 
TI-99/4A 

PROGRAM RECORDER 
INCLUDING. 
INTERFACE LEADS 
SINGLE LEAD. 

Kenilworth, Warks. 

BBC/Dragon software library — 
Membership £5.00. — Tapes £1 
(+23p postage). Stamp for detail 
E, Tucker, (H) 8 Springwood Estate 
Grimston Road, Sough Wootton, 
King’s Lynn, Norfolk, 

VIC-20 & 
VECTREX LIBRARY 
now available 

Details to 
DUKERIES SOFTWARE 

39 HIGH STREET, 

Send your requirements to: 

Debra Stupple 
ASP LTD. 
1 Golden Square, 

London WIR 3AB 

by virtu 
other intellectual property 

COMMODORE 64. 
GAMES LIBRARY 

Over 230 titles, all originals. Hire of 
frst two games absolutely free. Life 
membership only £6, Join now of 
money back approval. 
Send for details to: 
‘Commodore 64 Games Library 
¢/o Yorkshire 
13 Park To 

Computer Vid. Unique rent a tape 
service from £1 a week. If you like 
the game we take a rental fee off the 
cost of the game. £5 life member 
ship. Available for popular 
computers, Write to: 278A 
Wightman Road, Hornsey N8. Tel 
340-40 

HCW — 
COMPATIBLE 
WITH ALL 

POPULAR HOME 
COMPUTERS 

COMMODORE 64 
SPECTRUM 

All top titles, £5.00 life 
membership. 75p full 7 day 
hire + 23p p&p SAE detalls 
INVICTA SOFTWARE Dept HCW 
‘42 Wardon Road Rochester Kent Cheaues PO to invicta Software 

REPAIRS 

ZX81— Spectrum. We can now 
offer out-of-guarantee repairs by 
‘our Computer Dept. Our engineers 
have had over three years experience 
ervicing Sinclair Computer pro 

ducts. Price including p&p. ZX81 
£11.50; 16K Ram — £9.95; Spec 
trum — £18.75, Send with cheque or 
PO. TLV. Service of Cambridge, 
French's Road, Cambridge CB4 
3NP. Phone (0223) 311371 
Commodore repairs. By Commo: 
dore approved engineers. Repair 
prices — VIC-20 modulators £6.50, 
VIC-20 from £14.50, CBM 64 from 
£18.00, C2N from £7.00, printers, 
disk, etc. For more details write or 
tel. G.C. Bunce & Son. 36 Burling- 
ton Road, Burnham, Bucks SLI 

6. 7BQ. Tel: (06286) 611 

fights therein belong t0 Argus 
international copyright conventions ate 

SSNO264-4991 
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[f° YOUR OWN SOFTWARE BUSINESS" 
SOFTWARE Sago omy a SPECTRUM KOPYKAT. 

READ OUR BACK-UP TAPE 

DEALER re eee EDUCATIONAL [Rea 
DIRECTORY AND |iipegaceomns Onder Now Send £199 Book Bot 
FIND OUT THE seers pormer ce be —————— | | 80,153 Kinsrrsod Road, Presich 
LOCATION OF 7 : ue SOFTWARE CENTRE | ———— 
YOUR NEAREST oh Piciecan arts 46 yore Tal THF EDUCATIONAL oC ASSETTE 50 

COMPUT sire pr an be spied lam cae apni Ata tn Cott BEACON 
SPECIAL Despatched hy fst snes re 528 ore heey, | | [ect eae 

esd ccs tee A Bedford SRNOWLE LANE Wee 
enc eeaee IEEE SASS ti Tel: Bedford 44733 BRADFORD, BDIZ9BE.” 

MEDSOFT 

Se Oe [ere 
ALL YOUR rong sow wore 

CASSETTE NEEDS COMMODORE 64 sen none Sy hy exper et 
Blank cassettes C15 with case 400) AND VIC-20 develop reading ‘cxample peoprams in secon 

Green, Orange or Purple, 20 for 60p. 1 w Rating # # # oF pidagh ci lMied 

et ey eran eee nem, OMECA'SYSTEMS i Se Ron 

computer, S.A.E, free Information 
Folder. C.D.S. Marketing, (HCD) 
Bishopbriggs, Glasgow G64 1BR "BEST STRAT!! 

JAN WAITE VALHALLA 64 £11.65 
SOFTWARE wt eats (Legend) 
APPLICATIONS IAN WAITE, DEPT HCW | | rrromeda Software. Quality FALL OF ROME £6.00 ITHAZIERARROW ROAD | | ne trop aa eR Aya esr 

SHFFFIFLN $8 al OFLICHTC64 = £17.90 56 Wells Street, Hasting See Le (Mictopros) 
BACK-UP ke sonrnihna hire BBA SLS. EAGLEEMPIRECG4 —_—£6,90 

71-99 /4A, aS Grant BNET || ook 28/88 wins || [aommmnacrenewow]| orrarrackces e600 
Siamese arte ernest, “TREASURE HUNT TOOLKT: MOON ALERTS.¢8 £5.00 
conmooone of 95 eLeCTRON £5 98 A.C Software, PO Box, — Wiz £595 AIAN £5.98 Burntwood Walsall WS7 SEE ae £595. SperTmus £598 ‘Cheques /.0.'s to: 

TAPE TO DISK TRANSFER Seas a Send Sedaris ass 

iii BACK-UP Sw. COMPONENTS 2a WEST STREET 7 S50 OAKTEES LANE MANSPELD, NOTTS 

grent TAPE COPIER |i wena acre 
(new version) TEL. 0934 26339 

GAMES QUEST software (for your computer needs 
Makes BACK-UP COPIES of » Fompare our prices hetween 106m) 

EVESHAM michO CENTRE 1 AME aera = ie 
enki Be 

COMMODORE 64 3] |tvous'" a Hodis ast ta erin ANTES ond 
This BACK-UP tape utility will cops ne ey ie — joRIc 1 UTILITIES programs for popula 
your cassette based programs ont Pasta ner Are $30 498 micros. He URGENTLY requires 

UTILITY. Transfer you Prin me Perch, roarsar | | |ous ae 

Clark Kent Software 
26 Northcape Walk, Corby 

Northants. N18 9D0 
SPECTRUM GAMES 

We only sell the best. Order Today, Deliver Tomorrow 
Postage and Packing FREE. 

T1-99/44 Software. “Hints and SPECIAL OFFERS 
efi KONG 16K $90 JETSET WILLY 48K 49s 

BLADE ALLEY 48 ose £598 
HUNCHBACK £5.90 BLU THUNDFR4SK £8.85 

or phone for our super new brochure which is packed 
even more super offers 

with cheque/P.O. to: 
CYGNUS TWO COMPUTER GAMES, 

62 WOODLAND ROAD, CHINGFORD, LONDON Fs TEU. 
TEL: 01-529 

COPYMATE TWO. 
CBM 64 BACK-UP COPIER 

option to SAVE TO TAPE OR DISK 
Easy to use, Send £5.75 to 
HORIZON SOFTWARE 
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PSS. 452 STONEY STANTON RD. COVENTRY CV6 5DG. 

ENQUIRIES CONTACT JOHN FLETCHER, COVENTRY (0203) 81346 
Reser Poues &4- 



Will you win? High 
ics with sound. 

Tape £8 Disk £9.95; BBC MODEL B—Tape £8 Disk £9.95, 
—Tape £5.50; SPECTRUM 48K-Tape £5.50 

Mail Order Sales from Dealers Contact 
Microdeal Mail Order 41 Truro Rd, ~ 

St. Austell Comwall PL25 5JE ‘ PODEAL STAB TION 

Credit Card Sales R=" ig) AY 3 or WEBSTERS SOFTWARE 
Phone 0726 3456. = . 0483 62222 

Selected Microdeal Titles available from computer dealers nationwide or trom larger branches of 

a Sores 


